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INTRODUCTION

Constitution and Activities of the Project

In the spring of 1979 a need was identified by representatives of the

nepartment of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, Ontario Reg-on

(hereafter called DIAND), the Ontario Ministry of Education and several

Native organizations to survey language education in both'English and the

Native languages in schools in northern Ontario. (Note that "Native" will

be used here to refer to people of aboriginal ancestry, their cultures and

their languages.) The representatives of these agencies were concerned

about the lack of consist:Tit information about language education for northern

schools which made it difficult to develop policies, plan programs, train

personnel and produce educationamaterials in an effective and coordinated

way. The ata chosen for study was the three northern DIAND districts,

James Bay, Nakina and Sioux Lookout. (See map.) This area is called "the

project area" in this report.

The Northern Nattve Language Project (NNLP) was constituted in June 1979.

The purpose of the project was to produce a report which would presdnt infor

mat.ion on the present situation regarding language education in schools in the

project area and make recommendations concerning appropriate action for the

future. Recommendations were to be concerned with policy development, program

planning, Personnel training and materials development. The present document

is that report.

Members of the Northern Native Languages Project Committee included,

representatives from the Ontario Regional Office of DIAND, from the James Bay,

Nakina, London and Sioux Lookout District Offices of DIAND, from the

Curriculum Department of the Ontario Ministry of Education, from the Central,

Northeastern and Northwestern Regional Offices of the Ontario Ministry of

Education, from the Northern Nishnawbe Education Council, from Wawatay
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Communications, and from the Ojibway and Cree Cultural Centre.- A core team

ne consultants was hired to carry out the basic research and to report their

findinc.s to the NNLP Committee for discussion and decision making. An

observer from Seneca College atrended meetings.

Members of the Northern Native Languages Project Committee are:

Clyde Armstrong (Ministry of Education)

Mike Best (DIAND)

Martin Brodhead (DIAND)

Barbara Burnaby (Core Team - Ontario Institute for Studies in Education)

Neil Cornelius (DIAND)

Marianna Couchie (DIAND)

Phil Davies (DIAND)

Ifka Pilipovich (NAND)

Jerry George (Ministry of Education)

Jim Lanthier (Ministry of Education)

Keith Lickers (Ministry of Education)

Mary Mitchell (DIAND)

Richard Morris (Northern Nishnawbe Education Council)

John Nichols (Core Team - Lakehead University)

Pat Ningawence (Wawatay Communications)

David Rydholm (DIAND)

Gregory Spence (Ojibway and Cree (ulturale Centre)

Kelleen Toohey'(Core Team - Onetrio Institute for Studies in Education)

Joanne Turner (Ministry of Education)

Sylvia T. Warner (observer - Seneca College)

Irene Wiebe (WAND)

Activities of the NNLP were:

June 1.971 - committee established

- core team hired

- general outlines of project drawn up
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(1ept. 18, 1979
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- core team submitted Preliminary Report based In

written documents about language education in the

project area submitted to them by DIAND.ond on

documents in the academic lfterature on language

education.

- Preliminary Report contained a coMpilation of

information on Native and English language programs

in the project area, results of research done on

relevant programs elsewhere, and plans for apprcaches

to community visits in the project area.

- meeting of NNLP Committee in Toronto

discussion of Preliminary Report

- precise topics for the final report and procedgres

established

Oct. 1n7n - Mar. 1980. - visits by core team members and ropresentatives of

PIAND, the Ministry of Education and Native

prganizations to communities in the project area.

Jan. 198n

Jan. 24, 1981

Mar. 19SO

Mar. 26, lq10

- submission of first draft of final report

- meeting of NNLP Committee in Toronto to discuss

and revise draft

diltribution of final report

- meeting of NNLP Committee in Toronto to discuss

final report and make further plans.

The Core Team, together with representatives of DIAND, the Ministry of

Education and the Native organizations, visited the following communities:



Sandy Lake

Pikangekum

p* Moosonee

moose Factory

Port Albany

C4ebequie

p - Summer Beaver

Lansdowne House

B(!arskin Lake

Angling Lake

Big Trout Lake

Kasabonika

Weagamow Lake

Kingfisher Lake

Cat Lake

p - Slate Falls

Fort Hop

p - Constance Lake-Hearst

p - LongLac

* Those communities mark64,"p" have provincial schools.

In the communities listed, members of the NNLP Committee spoke with students,

teachers, principals, Band Councils and Chiefs, School Committees or School

Boards, parents and community members about present language teaching
,

arrangements, problems and hopes for the future. We also observed,in classrooms,

surveyed language teaching materials in schools and studied aspects of

language use in each community.

mhe Peport contains recommendations concerning issues which were brought

to our attention Ouxing out community visits and through conversations with

many people and through reading ane research in the area of langgage education.

Por each recommendation we have indicated whether we think it is a short-term

goal, i.e. if immediate action can bring about the goal, or if it is a long-

term goal, i.e. if considerable groundwork will be needed to bring about the

goal. Although we have judged some goals to be long-term, we do not mean to

suggest that they are irrelevant to present planning. Working in the direction

of these long-term goals now is seen as very important.

Ve have also placed in brackets after every recommendation the names of

the agencies we feel should take primary responsibility for implementation of

the goal. Other agencies may, of course, be involved in implementation and one,

of the most important Overall recommendations of the report is that all agencies

involved find ways to cooperate and coordinate their efforts at improving

language education for Native children in northern Ontario.

9
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Please note in the text that NAFL refers to Native as a First Lan7uage

programs (for children who come_to school speaking only or mainly aSiative

1an7ILage) an4 NASL Tefers to Native as a Second Language programs (for

children who co-:e to school piu3sively bili_ngnal in a Natil,e languace or

-onolingual in IncLish).

Tmplerentation

At the March 26, 1980 meeting, the Core Team will dismiss with the

T:LP.Committee the estahlishment.of a Steering Committee whose responsil,ility

it vmuld he to disseminate information contained in the report, aL,1 to make

and maintain contaCt with those agencies with primary responsibility for

1mp1ementin7 recommendarions of the report.

We recommend t )at a Steering' Committee of the NNLP be established;

that it be set 4p no later than ApOl 30; 1nRD; that

it he comprised of four members:

a) a representative of DIAND

b) a representative of the Ministry of Education

c) a representative from a Native organization

that it be responsible for disseminating information

contained in the NNLP report and for making and main-

taining contact with those agencies respcnsible for''

implementation of.the recommendations.

There may be alternative memberships or functions for a Steering Committee. It is

hoped that at the meeting of the NNLP Committee, we will be able to more fully draw

up plans for the composition and functioning of the Steering Committee.
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Ceneral Observations from COMAUnity Visits

eThe following statements are vex}, broad generalizations on the main

topics of this project. They are based on_the community visits we have made.

;4

We found: that teachers', principali, other scbl personnel, students,
V

administrators, school committees and community memhers

we talYed to were very helpful, generous with their time

4he1pful responses anA patience, and interested in the development of

Pnglish and Native language aspects of education in

northern schools and communities. Options we discussed

at the time about possible changes were generally

received with interest.
f

that in most communities in the project.area the children

come to school speaking all or mainly the Native language.

mainly Native Almost all.everyday communication is in the Native language.

speaking There are a few exceptions mostly among communities on roads

communities or railroads. in these the children usually come to school

passively bilingual (understanding but nor speaking a Native

language, speaking English) or monolingual in Englfsh.

that many people speak English. In sote communities English

English use is used for many kinds of communications and in others it is

varies used only with non-Native speaking people.

syllabics use

aries

that in most communities many people write syllabics in

Cree or Ojibwe but there is a lot of variation in the

spellings, styles, amounts of use and functions of

syllabics. There seems to be a generation of people in

their twenties and thirties who di(' not learn syllabics.

ii



students needed

speaking and

writing practice

in English

people want

Native language

development and

maintenance

teachers need

better ESL

programs and

more training

Native language

programs, have a

lot of problems

peopleeprepared

to.support more

Native language

in school

that students gained mcderately good comprehensioa skills

in listening to and reading English (although not up to

English speaker levels for their age) but were limited in

their speaking and writing skills (syntax, vocabulary, fit

functions of speaking and writing).

that pecple were interested in having the children develop

oral and literacy skills in the Native language and were

concerned that children who go out to hi.!-;h school often

"lose their language. These same people also often

expressed concern that their children needed to improve

their.effectiveness in English.

that school personnel in many cases were trying to adapt

their programs to meet the ESL needs of their students hut

that the materials they were using were.not often suitable

fot the task and that the personnel were not (well enough)

trained in ESL methods.

that Native language programs are common in the schools but

they have been poorly and inconsistently fun4.ed, have

encountered personnel prohlems because of funding problems

and lack of training, have very few material resources, have

inadequate consulting and superviqion, and that there is

often a lack of communication and coordination between the

Native language program and the rest of the school.

evidence that community officials and members would he

interested in many communities to see considerably mdie Native

language in the schools if program alternatives were

presented to them and if suitable funding arrangements could

he made. There were people who were interested in developing

materials and in taking (more) training in teaching.

-0
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interest among school personnel and community members in

adult language learning programs. Some Native adults

adults who want would like Native literaC'y classeS,and some ESL. Some

to study ESL, English speaking school personnel would like Native

Native literacy, language classes. Previous attempts in these areas have

etc. often been frustrated by lack of materials and academic

difficulties.

Potential Programs

In making recommendations for language education, the Northern Native

Languages Project.has had to consider a range of alternatives in language

programming for .schools such as those we visited. The following is a list

ranging from no consideration of the children's Native language background

to a great deal of recognition of the Native language. For this list assume

that the children come to school speaking no English. Adaptations for mixed

class settings and bilinguals will be considered later.

A..English Only

"Submersion"

- stwlents are taught according to curricula designed

for English speaking children by monolingual English

speaking teachers using materials developed for English

speaking children

- we found this situation in its pue form in one or two

schools

- evaluation - almost certainly a great deal of age-grade

retardation, poor speaking and reading skills in English

and frustration with school on the part of teachers and

pupils

R. English with - school subjects are presented in English, but Native

Interpretation speaking teaching personnel use the Native language

informally to interpret all or parts of lessons to the

children, to explain difficult words and concepts, for

classroom management and to make the children feel at

home: this use of the Native language occurs most In,

-the early grade4

13



C. English with

Interpretation

and Other

Course(s)

D. Vernacular

Transition

Program

- 10 -

- we found this to be a common type of program in the

schools we visited

- evaluation - this program is likely to be moderately

effective, especially if ESL methods are used exten-

sively, in helping students to learn English but,

except for heine a bridge to English, the Native

language is not really a part of the school.

1. School subjects are presented in English, the native

language is used informally for classroom management

and explanations, and the Native language is taught as

a subject in the curriculum (orally, literacy, or both)

, - this type of program is common in northern schools

- evaluation - if the Native language course is high

quality and if ESL methods are used, it is moderately

likely tolsucceed in teaching majorlty culture skills '

and English language. It also reduces the risk of

alienation between school and community and provides

formal recognition to the value of the Native language.

It can help in Native language maintenance.

2. As above hut with another course or courses taught in

the Native language (usually religion or a Native

cultural course)

- this type of program is found in a few rorthern schools

- not many northern schools have this much Native language

in the school curriculum

- evaluation - as,above. With a number of courses taught

in the Native language, the school may be influential

in developing the children's Native language skills.

- the child's mother tongue, the Native language, is used

as the medium of instruction for most subjects in the

early grades. ESL is taught as a subject in kindergarten

and grade one and gradually English is introduced as a

medium of instruction until all but one subject such as



Native language arts is taught in English by grade seven

or eight. Literacy is taught in the Native language

befoie literacy in English.

- no Ontario Native school is using this type of program

hut a few experimental programs like this have heen set

up in Native schools in Manitoba and Quebec.

0
0=

Native Language

Eniglish

1 4 5 6 7 8

Grades

- evaluation - the principle hehind this kind of program

is that the children do not have to suspend their

conceptual learning while they learn the prOvincial

language of schooling. They can do normal curriculum

work in their first language while they are being

properly introduced to their second language, English.

Especially in the last few years, research in bilingual education has

supported the cla,im that vernacular education is very beneficial for children.

Studies have shown that when children begin their education in their mother

tongue, their early school achievement is high and they appear to learn a

second language more easily. There are probably, many reasons for this:

researchers have tuggested that beginning school in a known language increases

the confidence of students, teaches students how to learn in school and builds
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on the knowledge children already have when they start school. They also point

out that reaching the second language is usually done more systematically when

the school recognizes that students do not know the second lan4uage than it is

when students are just "thrown into" a completely second language curriculum.

Learning to read in the mother tongue first also seems to have very good effects

on learning to read in the second language. Research suggests that this is

because children learning to read in their mother tongue learn also that reading

is meaningful, enjoyable and a good way to get information. For students who

are learning to speak a srcond language, learning to read in that second

lanpuagt! is very difficult. It is suggested that if children first learn to

read in their mother tongue, they will have less difficulty learning to read in

a second language because they have already learned what reading is all about

and they will expect to understand Opt which they read.

Rudolph C. Troike in "Research evidence for the effectiveness of bilingual

education (Centrr for Applied Linguistics and National Clearinghouse for

Bilingual Education, 1q7B) surveys most of the recent research-in this area and

concludes that vernacular programs, if they are good quality, "can be effective

in meeting the goals of equal educational opportunity for minority language

chilren". Possible negative observations about this kind of program concern

the phasing out of the Native language oyer time. The gradual switch to

English means that the effectiveness of Native language development will

decline rapidly after about grade four.

F. Maintenance

gilingual

- like D except that the Native language is given equal

weight to English in the higher elementary grades and

presumably in high school. Subjects taught through the

medium of English never take up more than half of the

timetable. Native culture aspects of content of-- lessons

are emphasized in Native medium subjects.
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Native Language

English

_ .

Tes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Grades

There are, of course, almost infinite possibilities to the

arrangement of subjects and languages used with this model.

The basic principle is that in the higher grades, the

student is in a bilingual school, with 50% of his time

spent in English and 50% in the Na'tive language,

- evaluation - the rationale for this type of program is

that if the school is to recognize the child's Native

language and culture, it must demonstrate that recognition

by giving it equal weight in the'curriculum.

One of the kinds of communities where a maintenance bilingual

program could be justified would be in communities in

which the influence's of the non-Native majority are

strong a lot of English used in the community, English

radio and T.V. available, a number of non-Native people

living in the community, non-Native agencies, government or

private business an important part of the community, etc.

These sorts of programs are concerned with trying to ensure

that the Native language will be maintained in the

community. Criticisms of the vernacular transition

programs where children are gradually switched to English,

are thus dealt with in this type of program.

1 7
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Basic Strategies

The following are comments on aspects ofeducation in northern communities.

We believe that these aspects are central to the detailed recommendations we have

made in this report. The full effect of each recomnendation can only be understood

in the context of these aspects.

I Community- Anv school program must be consistent with the communi.ty's

School objectives for education. Not only is it the school's moral

Decision responsibility to try to reflect the community's views, but

Making nrograms are usually not effective if they are not congruent

with local attitudes. Therefore, the choice and implementation

of language programs and policies must begin with reliable

information about the community's wishes, and community opinion

should be monitored every few months.

TwO levels of information about community attitudes to

education must be solicited. One is people's objectives for

General education in general. What kinds and levels of skills in

objectives majority culture learning (English language, reading, mathema-

for education tical skills, knowledge about the world and other social

groups, science, etc. from the point of view of the majority

culture) should the school attempt to teach? What kinds and

levels of skills in Native culture and matters of particularly

local revelance should the school attempt to teach? What levels

and functions of the Native language should the school attempt

to teach? Such objectives should be considered from the point

of view of what is the most suitable agency to teach them

the school, the home, other community agencies such as the

church and the point of view of what level of skill can be

realistically expected to be developed. The programmatic

level of information is community opinion about how the

school program can reflect their objectives. T)0 they want

a maintenance bilingul,ra vernacular transition, or another

type of program? Obviously, these two levels of information

are closely connected and collecting reliable information

about them takes time and previous information.

18
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We recommend 1.1 that school personnel and the education committee actively

consult the opinions of parents, students and other

comnunity members on a regular-basis about their ob-

jectives for education. [short-term, school principals,

band councils, education committees and NatiVe olganizations]

This should he done through every means possible: formal ,

public meetings, meetings with certain groups

particularly parents, at other meetings such as parents'

visits to the school, social events, band council meetings,

and informal contact. A variety of opinion can be expected

to change, but the school and the education commictee

must continue to collect such opinions and to use them in

decision making about school matters. See the-end of

Part I for a list of the kinds of questions that should be

asked on a regular basis.

We recommend .1.2 that parents and other community members he consulted about

short and long range plans for language,programs in the

school. [short-term, school principals, band councils,

education committees and Native organizations] before

people are'asked to form an opinion there must be a pub-

lic information campaign of at least several months to tell

oeople about the range of program
possibilities such as those

described above, the relative costs in terms of manpower',

funtling and time, and the effects that can be expected from

them. Such information should be brought to people's

attention at every possible opportunity such as at formal

meetings called by the education committee, on radio broad-

casts, at band council meetings, in parents' visits to the

school and informally. Parents, students and others should

be consulted.

It should be pointed out where the present school program

fits into the range. Most schools have many aspects of

vernacular or bilingual education already as part of their
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programs. People should be made aware of the costs in terms

of materials and curriculum development for various possibili-

ties. The employment of people to teach and work on curriculum

should be'discussed. The length of time required to fully

institute various programs should be indicated along with a

description of the various stages to be reached along the way.

As much as possible adults should be encouraged to come into

the school and see..the ways in which present programs are in

operation. People should undeistand clearly that programs

with a good deal of Native language and cultural content cannot

exist without a good deal od4Native effort and cooperation.

On the basis of this information, community members should

be asked to decide what program they would like for the school.

Opinions about the program should be monitored regularly

(every few months) as the school goes through the various

stages of implementing the decision. Variations in opinion

among community members and over time can be expected. It is

imnortant that experimental aspects of a program be given a

chance to settle into their final- form before they are

criticized too closely.

Every aspect of language in Native education we have

considered in this report has exhibited some problems based

on a lack of consistency of some sort. There are three levels

of government and several agencies of each level involved in

one way or another. There are at least tWo languages involved

in each school's program. There are several types of staff

members in each school, and so on.

We feel that Native education would greatly benefit from

Between some visible and active attempts at providing consistency in

government approaches. At the provincial/regional level of administra-

agencies tion, there is a necessary division of labour and responsibili7

ties in education. At the interface of this division there
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are several areas which suffer from confusions and inconsis-

tencies in policies and administrative procedures. While

this is.to some extent inevitable, we feel that there are

grounds on which matters could be coordinated without serious

legislative or administrative changes. For example, we

suggest later in this report that NAND and the Ministry

of Education collaborate on the development of a Native

Languages Educational
Resources Centre, so that more

coordination would be possible in the training and

status of certified and non-certified teaching personnel. In

the area of curriculum, we suggest later that joint efforts to

produce guidelines and materials for the relatively small

Native speaking school population is a sensible use of

resources. Also, in consulting and supervising every attempt

should be made to use the staff from all agencies to their

best advantage despite the administrative.barriers. In general,

we suggest here that every opportunity for cooperation across

administrative borders to provide better services to small

and scattered Native population should be sought out and

taken advantage of.

The second area in which consistency is needed is in

Within funding and policies within government agencies. School

government personnel and communities are often confused or frustrated

agencies by changes in administrative personnel, recommended courses

of action, administrative structures and, of course, funding.

Native language and culture courses have been particularly

compromised by such problems. We suggest that government

agencies engage in long range planning so that programs,

particularly experimental
programs, can get a fair tryout

and so that- Native would-be school personnel can find

ways of making teaching a career.
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At the level of the school and the community, consistency

is needed n sharing information. As mentioned above, the

school must keep constant contact with conftunity members.

Community members must have relatively the same information-

as the school personnel in order for them to make reasonable

recommendations. Among the school staff there should be a

unified perspective on what the entire program is and what each

member's role is in carrying it out.

Also, there should be consistency in the use of language.

There must be a planned relationship between English and the

Native language in the school, between the oral and written

aspects of each and between the use of each as subjects and

mediums of instruction. There should be consistency in the

use of dialect variants, type of orthography and orthography

conventions.

Consistency requires planning and commitment. It is

futile to recommend general improvements in planning and

commitment in government fiscal or administrative procedures.

It remains true, however, that inconsistency at all levels

of execution is one of the greatest enemies of educational

programs.

III Personnel In order to give some background to clarify some of the

'raining and recommendations following, we briefly describe here a group

Curriculum of recommendations made in detail in the Training and Personnel

and Materials Section. We recommend that an institution such a:-1 a

Development university be involved in the establishment of a Native

Languages Educational Resources Centre (c.f. Part V). There

are centres similar to the one we are proposing affiliated

with the Nniversity of Alaska and Saskatchewan Community

College. Training specialized for personnel to teach in
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(northern) Native communities would be concentrated at

such a centre special courses for non-Native teachers,

special Native teacher training, classroom assistant

training and Native (first and second) language instructor

training. Such a centre could provide pre-service and

in-service, on and off campus courses, to create a common

core of training ahout English and the NatiVe languages

cor all types of school personnel. English speaking

trainees would receive training in basic techniques of

EST, and Native language speaking personnel would receive

training in the structure of their Native language,

orthography and first or second language methodology.

The common core of training would make it easier to effect

changes in present staffing
categorizations, which we also

recommend as long-term goals (i.e. the gradual phasing out

of paraprofessionals who would he upgraded to certified

status) . We also see such a centre as potentially involved

in language planning and policy for Native languages, in

media productions for Native languages and in planning

policy for translation and interpretation.

Such a centre could collect a group of faculty members

specialized in Native and ESL language and pedagogical areas.

Qualified and experienced personnel from government agencies

could be seconded to take part in the activities of the centre.

The activities of the centre would include the specialized

training of personnel for northern schools, the development

of curriculum outlines and some materials particularly for

Native language programs, the provision of qualified con-

sultants, and research into the suitability of certain

pedagogical techniqucs and curriculum formulae for specified

pedagogical problems in northern schools. Some of the

advantages of such a centre would be a centralized facility

for Native education research, training and development, a
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facility separate from the various agencies directly involved

in administering Native education, a facility for integrating

the training of Native teaching personnel without complex

changes in policy or legislation and a source of expertise

for research, curriculum and materials development and con-

sulting for specialized programs for northern schools.

We see the establishment of such a centre as an ideal

for the future; none of the recommendations contained in

this report should be seen as being contingent on the

establishment of a centre (although many of the recommen-

dations might be most effectively implemented through the

activities of such a centre).

The above review is intended to give a reneral overview

to Ole more Hetailed observations and recommendations which

follow.

Summary

Part I describes general observations from the community visits and

observations a'bout potential programs for language education of northern

Native children. Five posible alternatives for language education are

described: English Submersion, English with Interpretation, English with

Interpretation and Other Course(s), Vernacular Transition, and Maintenance

Bilingual. Advantages and disa-dvantares of each type of alternative programs

are listed and there is a brief explanation orf how such programs might be set

up. 'The Project does not make recommendations on the selection of one or the

othPr program for any particular community; rather we recommend that community

opinion be solicited on objectives for education and on how these objectives

might be realized with specific kinds of language programs. This consultation

of community opinion is seen as primary in decision making about changes in

languare education in northern schools and it is recommended that every means

possible formal public meetings, meetings with particular groups, social
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events, hand council meetings be used to get an accurate idea of community

feelings in this area. (Also, questions regarding language for communities'

consideration follow this summary, to give an idea of what are the general

questions which should be asked.) With an accurate and thorough idea of what

particular communities see as their objectives, the local educational authorities,

the flepartment of Indian Affairs and the Ministry of Education are urged to

he cooperative and consistent in their approaches to training of personnel,

provision of materials, consulting and supervision, funding and policy. One of

the mechanisms for institutionalizing the consistency and cooperation we

recommend is the establishment of a Native Languages Educational Resources

Centre which Is described briefly in this part and more fully in Part V

This centre would coordinate traininc for personnel for Native schools, and

would have other broader functions with regards to Native languages.
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OUESTIONS. REGARDING LANGUAGE FOR.

COMMUNITIES' CONSIDERATION

The proportion and role of the Native language in the school should be

brought to each community's attention and local objectives for the school's

responsibility in English and Nat.ive language development should be articulated.

The kind of questcons that might be considered are:

1. Does the community want the school to place a higher priority on English

language learning than on Native language 'development or are the two roughly

equal as far as the school's responsibility 's concerned?

2. Does the community think that'it is the responsibility of the school to train

the children in: 4(a) Native language literacy, (b) oral Native language

development, or are these the responsibility of the home and community?

9

3. Is the'community happy to see the Native language used in the school to help

the students understand their regular schoolwork (as "s now frequently done

in translation of difficult concepts, classroom management aad as medium of

instruction for Native content courses such 'as crafts or trapping)?

o

4. Does he community feel that the use of the Native language in the school is

impor ant to"good relations between the school and the commtipity? What

aspects.are important and what improvements are needed among:

(a) the use of the Native language in the early grades so that the children

feel at home in the classroom? t

(b) the availability of interpreters for parent contact with teachers and

the principal?

(c) the study of Native literacy so the children learn skills that relate

to community skills?
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(d) the development of Native oral skills so the children learn to

svRak better with community members at hom0

(e) the employment of Native language speakers in the school who can

introduce aspects of community life into the school?

(f) the'emPlo'vment of Native language speakers in the school who can

help interpret the ways of the school to the community?

(g) the use of Native language and cultural elements in the school

environment so the children learn to be proud of themselves a\s

Native people?



Part IT: ENGLISH MEDIUM COURSES AND ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

English Teachers and community members generally recognized that

Proficiency children were having difficulty-learning in school because of

of Students inadequate knowledge of English. A few teachers of older

children and some teachers in a bilingual community where

English is used extensively did not think their students had

difficulties with English. It was the opin-ton of-team members

that these teachers anc others over-estimated to varying

degrees the proficiency of students in English: we think

proficiency in English is a serious problem for almost all

students in the project area.While in some cases children

sreak English as a first language, we observed that the

English many such children spoke was not a standard dialect.

More formal testing of the proficiency of students in English

who live in bilingual communities will help teachers to know

how concerned they must be with second language/dialect

teaching techniques and materials. The problems students had

were different depending on their ages and the extent to

which English is used in their communities. However, almost

'all students were seen as having difficulties with speaking

and writing in English and because of this, observations and

recommendations made here will apply to the entire project area.

As a general observation it should be noted that, particularly

in the upper grades, classrooms were often very silent and

most of the English speaking was done by teachers. Also, not

as much communicative writing by students is done in these

schools,as should be. Students generally do not get as much

practice producing English as they should to extend their skills.

?

Preparation of Most teachers felt that their skills in language teaching

Teachers for needed improvement. The.exception was teachers who do not

Second Language or perceive students' problems as ESL problems, but as Special

Dialect Training Education ptoblems. The Core Team believes that if such
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teachers kne more al)out ESL, they might evaluate student

problems differently, at least in part. There are

almost no teachers in the study area who have university

courses in second language teaching methodology or any

other professional preparation for teaching ESL Standard

English as a Second Dialect. Almost All teachers

expressed interest in taking summer courses, inservice

courses, correspondence courseS or whatever could be

offered to learn more about teaching English as a second

language. No one type of ecru-se seemed te be predominantly

acceptable. Trpgrading the skills of teachers will thus

require a combination of approaches.

In most Schools, especially in the earlier grades, teachers

are making attempts to teach English systematically and

explicitly to students by setting aside some time for what

was termed "Oral English". Because most teachers had no

training in second language teaching methodology and because

they did not have specific programs from which to teach, it

appeared that teachers have difficulty organizing this "Oral

English" time and they often expressed dissatisfaction about

the results of this instruction.

Some prepared oral programs for mother tongue speakers of

English are being used in some schools. The Peabody Language

Development kits are used in some schools and are felt to be

quite effective'in teaching vocabulary to students. Most

teachers recognized, hbwever, that while extending the English

vocabulary of students was important, it did not serve all the

language needs of their students. In some other schools,

Distar Language: An Instructional System is used. Teachers

using it generally feel it Is quite useful for their oral

English programs particularly because there is a structured

organization to the program and with no training in second

language teaching, teacher§ appreciate this readymade

23
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organization. Many teachers felt, however, that Distar alone

does not adequately serve all the language needs of their

students. The team agrees that Distar is not adequate and in

view of the fact that it was not designed to be a second

language syllabus, its widespread use as a solution to

English as'a second language problems is not recommended.

Some schools are using ESL Programs for Oral English.

Parts of Basic Oral English, an English program developed

for the Department of Indian Affairs by Rose Colliou in the

early .1960's are being used in a few places. Some teachers

were using Teaching an Algonqu:i.an Language as a Second Language

as a source for their ESL program! Several teachers reported

good results in the higher grades from the use of commercial

materials published for intermediate Francophone or immigrant

students. Many teachers complained that they could not use

commercial ESL materials because the content is not culturally

relevant in northern schools.

Professional training in ESL usually introduces teachers

to a variety of ESL materials and programs. If teachers get

some training in ESL methods, they will get a chance to see

what is available and will learn to evaluate published

materials for their students' ESL needs. While it is true

that some published ESL programs are highly city oriented in

content, by no means are all ESL materials unsuitab'le. What

is important in the published programs is ihe methods used and

the structured language content. A teacher with ESL training

could adapt most published programs to the cultural needs of

northern schools without an undue amount of extra work.

""1
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It is evident that the need for teaching English systema-

tically is urgent. As there are now no recently developed

ESL programs available which have been constructed to meet the

needs of northern Native children, commercial materials.prepared

primarily for urban immigrant children will have ta be used.

Appendix A at the end of this report lists some

useful programs.

English as a In all schools in the project area, English is used as the

Medium of medium of instruction for Mathematics, Social Studies, Science

Instruction and other regular school subjects. Especially in Mathematics,

it was noted that children had difficulty with the language

of their textbooks and their acquisition of basic mathematical

skills was slowed down because of these difficulties with

language. Many teachers are aware of this and use their
0

Native language speaking assistants to interpret instructions

in the textbook into the Native language. One solution to

this problem is to rewrite the workbooks of these series so

that the 'svme mathematical problems could be explained in

simpler English. The fact that proficiency in English affects

achievement in all school subjects should be considered very

carefully by teachers and ways to help students become mote

proficient at understanding textbook instructions in all

subjects should be explored. The opinion of some teachers

that they need not be concerned with ESL because they were

teaching only Mathematics, Social Studies or subjects other

than language arts does not take a realistic view Of the ESL

needs in all subject areas.

English Language With few exceptions, the English language arts syllabus

Arts followed in northern schools focuses mainly on reading in

English. Because students do not know English with the

proficiency of mother tongue speakers, the "language develop-

ment" activities of the currently used "Integrated Language

Arts" program are difficult to utildze. Also, although there

31
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are cultural aspects to the fact that Native children are often

reluctant to speak out in class, we feel that such reluctance

is also often based on the children's lack of confidence in

being able to express themselves in English. It is, on the

surface, easierlor teachers to focus almost exclusively on

reading and children get little or no oral language instruction

even though they urgently need to be learning oral'English.

The team feels that the English language arts programs cur-

rently used are inappropriate and should be replaced, at

least in the early grades, by an ESL program. Students need

a good basic grounding in English oral skills before they

begin to read English, no matter what sort of program of

bilingual education is followed. They also need continuing

instruction in language use and development throughout their

school careers. This continuing development will require

reading materials at the junior and intermediate levels that

are culturally relevant to northern Native students.

I1.1 that training in second language teaching methodology should

be a high priority in the hiring of personnel for northern

schools. Lshort-term, nIANn andprovincial school boards]

11.2 that in-service training in ESL teaching methodology should

be given on a frequent, regular and continuingbasis to

personnel in northern schools. Occasional, isolated workslops

are not enough to build up the background knowledge and skills

needed for teaching in most northern schools. [short-term,

DIAND, Ministry of Education and Faculties of Education]

II.1 that consultants who are trained, experienced ESL teachers be

hired (one for every ten schools in the study area). These

consultants should be responsible: (1) for organizing and

teaching a course of study for the teachiny personnel, (2) for

recommending and distributing suitable materials, (3) for

organizing_and supervising the development of local materials

(4) for consulting individually with teaching personnel, (5) for

testing language proficiency, and (6) for working on ESkacross

the curriculum. 1-short-term nIAND and Ministry of Education)
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iT.'4 that teaching personnel be strongly encouraged to obtain ESL

turther ESL training from whatever other resources are available, such as

training summer programs at universities. See recommendations in the

Training and Personnel Section for further details. Hhort-

term, DIAND and Ministry of FAucation]

11.5 that teaching personnel should join the Ontario TESL Association

associations and and be assisted in attending its conference and other ESL

conferences professional meetings. [short-term, principals and teachers)

ESL materials

11.6 that schools for Native speaking children be immediately

supplied with ESL materials for all grade levels. An ESL

program which,introduces initial literacy as well as oral

English should replace present English language arts materials

up to the grade four level. ESL programs in oral English to

supplement the regular languale instruction programs should

be used from grade four up. [short-term, DIAND and Ministry

of Education!

11.8

11.0

ESL readers

experience

approach

11.10

that adaptations to the ESL materials selected he immediately

begun so that they are more relevant to a northern context.

[short-term, WAND and Ministry of Education]

that special ESL materials for use in northern Native schools

be developed. rlong-term, DIAND and Kinistry of Education)

that materials for reading be developd, graded on the basis

of language structural difficulty and with relevant cultural

content. 1.ong-term, ratiND and Ministry of Education]

that teaching personnel be trained in and encouraged to use

the experience approach as part of all reading programs.

long-term, DIAND, Ministry of Education and FacuitieS of

Education)

3 3
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supplementary 11.11 that supplementary workbooks or other materials be developed

materials to accompany mathematics texts and other texts. These

for subject materials would Present exercises in the subject matter using

areas English that is simple enough for ESL students to handle.

[short-term, NAND and Ministry of Education]

oral language II.12 that teaching personnel should teach to the language aspects

in all subjects of all subjects and should make oral participation a central

part of lessons in all subjects. (short-term, principals and

teachers]

11.13 that in schools in which the children come to school speaking.

English predominantly English, oral language development should still

speaking be a maiory_art of the language arts and other subject

children programs at all grade levels. There is a variety of materials

designed for first and second language learners of English

which are appropriate for such lessons. [short-term, principals

and teachers]

Summary

This chapter discusses the importance of recognizing that many northern

Native students are learning English as a second language in both federal and

provincial schools in northern Ontario. It was observed that very few teachers

had any training in teaching English as a second language. Recommendations are

made which indicate that training in ESL methodology should he a high priority in

hiring new teachers and in in-service education for northern teachers. These
4

recommendations indicate that teachers presently working in northern schools should

be given the opportunity to improve tfieir skills through frequent, regular and

organized in-services, through consultation with ESL consultantt, who must be

hired, through summer ESL programs, and through membership in professional

organizations. It is further recommended that schools in the project area be

3,1
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immediately supplied with ESL materials and adaptation of materials to northern

environments be immediately begun. As a long-termogoal, it is recommended that

DTAND and the Ministry of Education support the development of special ESL

materials for northern students. Finally, it is recommended that the language

difficulties all students have with all their school subjects be recognized and

that development of supplementary materials for all subject texts be begun

immediately.
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Part III: NATIVE LANGUAGE ARTS

General Observations

This section covers Native language enrichment and literacy programs in

English medium schools where Native literacy is the second literacy. Most of the
schools in the study area that have Native language programs have programs of this
nature.

The description of these recent Native language arts programs in the

project area as given in the preliminary report stand (see Appendix B). The

following few additional points are based on recent observations:

a. Many communities this year had not yet started NatiVe

language arts programs by the time of our visits due to

staffing and funding problems.

b. More emphasis is placed on language development and enrich-

ment, both in actual programs and by school committees, than

noted in the preliminary report.

c. Native language instructors go it alone: there is little

involvement of community resource personnel and generally

little help available to the instructor from school staff.

However, many teachers,,are concerned about the success of

these programs and are interested in assisting.

d. Some syllabic literacy programs exist outside the

school especially in religious instruction, but there is little

coordination between such programs and school programs.

e. Only one program observed had adequate literacy teaching

materials available, although most instructors had developed

some materials, usually based on DIAND model materials.

36
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f. Native language instructors express interest in attending

training schools, but the difficulties involved in leaving

families for long periods of time were often mentioned. No

particular localities were mentioned as desired. The

experience of the Native Language Teacher Training (NLTT)

program for NASL instructors has shown that trainees have

become more willing to attend the program once word of

mouth information has been spread in Native communities that

the program is a good one. The next tiaW a NLTT for NAFL

instructors is scheduled, it should be held in one northern

location with appropriate facilities for convenience's

sake. In subsequent yeans, other alternatives such as

sending a teacher training team around to the reserves,

holding short sessions on various reserves and so on can

be considered if the central location optiln shows serious

drawbacks.

Recommendations

The recommendations made here are aimed mainly at improving the present

type of Native language programs (i.e. Native language courses which are not

reinforced by other Native language medium courses in the school curriculum).

See English with Interpretation and Other Courses in Section I, In such

programs the Native language is not presented as the first language of literacy.

The recommendations here call for increased integration of the Native language

course into the rest of the school curriculum, in_xeased and regularized funding,

the provision of course syllabuses, ensuring adequate space, supplies and

equipment, and th, development of teaching and reference materials. For

recommendations on training see Part V. Some of the recommendations have been

marked with an asterisk. A Native Languages Educational Resources Centre would

be particularly helpful in implementing these recommendations. However, they

should be initiated regardless of the fact that a centre has not yet been set up.

3 7
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We recommend 111.1 The Native lansuage arts program must be recognized as part

of the total language arts program and medium of instruction

Status of Native in the school; it must be balanced with English and other

language program areas of instruction. The Native language and English must

be used so as to meet definite objectives for education in the

school. This means team planning with Native language teachers.

and English teachers. (shcirt-term, DUNI), Ministry of Education,

Native organizations, band councils and Faculties of Education]

111.2 The community is responsible for choosing the goals and

Responsibility content of a Native langpage drts program, but it is the

for the program school that is responsible for the pedagog-Ecal quality of the

program. The school must have certain controls over how the

goals are to be met. Within each community, once the goals

have been set school committees, band officials, school

staff, supervisory personnel, and Native language consultants

should Participate in a workshop to settle suchtissues as:

s-

a. Who sets the teaching schedule?

b. Who decides on instructor
qualifications and does

the hiring?

c. Who sets the pay scale?

d. Who controls program funding?

e. Who evaluates the programs? [short-term, DIAND, !finistry

of Education, Native organizations, hand councils

Education committees should maintain close contact with

school staff even if there are no major decisions to be made.

'short-term, education committees, leachers and principals]



111.3 Local people should continue to be invited into schools to

demonstrate skills or tell stories to students. This kind of

Community relationship between school and community may be difficult to

involvement establish hut is very important particularly to development

of a Native language, a
vernacular .transition or a maintenance

bilingual program. Students can also make visits into the

community to see people.and take par't in activities. [short-

,

term, principals and teachers]

111.4 The requirments of the Native language program chosen by the

Criteria for community and school should determine, within reason, the

funding amount of funding and not the other way round. The goals

must be set and the appropriate gyogram selected before

financial negotiations are undertaken. [short-term, DIAND,

provincial school boards, Native organizaiions and band councils'

Consistency

of funding

Support for

Native language

instrpctors

III.5Consistent funding must be available so that long range plan-

ning can be carried out. Funding must be flexible enonli to

allow for changes in the program as it develus Year by year.

Sshort-term, DIAND, Ministry of Education apd provincial school

hoards)

111.6 The draft Native language instructor's pay grid (see

Appendix C) should be used as part of the basis for

applications for funding. Native language programs are only

as good as the i r instructors. If a community cannot make it

worth the while for Someone to take the training and get the

experience needed For gooa teaching, then a Native language

program will have very limited effectiveness. If the Native

language instructor cannot be emplayed consistently or full-

s

time, then every attempt should be mnde to find some..

complementary employment to support him/her the rest of the

time. Because of the lack of curriculum and materials for

3;)
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Native anApage teaching, a part-time Native language in-

structor should he paid for one hour of preparation for each

hour of teaching. Native language instructors should be paid

at a higfler rate than classroom assistants because they ne-

cessarily have greater responsibilities for planning, teaching

and evaluating. [short-term, DIAND and provincial'school boards]

* (3tatus of 111.7 The goal for Native lapgnage instructors should be that

Native language tbey should be certified teachers specialized in teaching

instructors a Native language. They would_then be paid according to

pay scales for certified specialist teachers. [long-term,

MANI, Ministry of Education and Faculties of Education]

111.8 New fundin olicies for Native lan ua e and cultural

Details of' enrichment programs should he described in clear documents

fundilig and cirtulated to schools, school boards, education

policies committee's and b nd councils. The should include enou

detail/so that schools and band councils will have an

adequate basis ,on.which to make submissions for funding.

[short-term, D1AND and Ministry of Education]

111.9 Ea7:11 community interested in having a N9pittive language program

Help in should have access to appropriate administrative personnel

planning and:to a Nativt language consultant during program planning.

Lshort-term, DIAND and Ministry of Education]

Scheduling

,

111.10 Schools are encouraged to have a regular daily sci4dule of

Native language arts lessons.in every grade. Minimum

scheduling would fnclude:

K-1 20, minutes

,2 up 40-69 miniltes

Lptal ,tonditions may-suggest other chedules out the Native

languale_bonsultant should b.e:---friiolved_ inhe_decision,

Ishort-term, molt?, Ministry of Education and school principals]

4 0`
;
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The Native language instructor should not be expected to teach

a multi-grade class as a single unit if the regular teacher .

does noL. The Native language instructor should belpermitted

to work with whatever small groups the regular teacher uses

or to reorganize the class into appropriate ability or

Use of dialect groups. Where a classrooM assistant is used by the

classroom regular classroom teacher, that assistant sheuld.also be

assistants available to the Native language instructor. Ishort-term,

PIAND, provincial school boals and principals;

Materials. 111.12 In large schools where the Native langua4.e instructor has

'development a full teaching load, an additional Native speaker should

assistant, he hired to assist' and prepare materials. [short-term,,

Regular

staff

advisor

DTAND, prol,incial school boards and principals]

111.13 A classroom teacher in each school should le assigned to

work with the Native language instructor. They should meet

r ularl to plan and monitor the progress of the program.

[short-term, DIAND, provincial school boards and principals]

111.14 Native language consultants (one for no more than 10

Native programs) should be freely available to the instructors,

language administrators, and school committees to help in program

consultants planning, supervision, materials preparation, and evaluation.

[short-term, DIAND and -Ministry of Educationi

111.15 Native language instructors and otaer staff should have

Attendance pre-service and in-service training. More than one person

at training from each community should attend training schools and

sessions workshops: the instructor and the assistant, designated :iuppfy

instructors, classroom.assistants.or Native classroom teachers.

c.f. Part V 11 short-terM, DIAND, Ministry of Education and

Faculties of Educa.tion;
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111.16 Techno-linguists (see Part V for fuuther details) should be

trained at least one for each dialect area. Such personnel

* Techno-linguists - would become responsible for the development of classroom
,

and resource materials in research into the Native lonquage

for school Trograms. They would worl directly with the

Native language instructors and others teaching in the Native

medium as a liaison between the work of linguists and the

needs of school Native language and Native medium programs.

[long-term, DIAND, Ministry of'EduCation, Native organizations]

Time

Space

111.17 The proportions in which the Native language is used in the

school 'should reflect the schdol's pOlicy on the Native

,language, that is, if the Native language is given a high

priority in policy, the language should be used to a

proportionately large amount of the time in all school

activities such as s orts events concerts o enin

exercises and so on. Native language classes and activities

should not be the first to be cancelled under time pressures.

Native language classes should begin with the other classes

in September ancj continue untilthe end of school in June.

[short-term, DTAND, Ministry of Education and provincial school
boards]

11I.18 Adequate space should be available for Native language

teachin and materials re aration and storage. While many

schools have s ace inade uate for even the resent English

curriculum.'the following are the desired standards:

Each school should have a Native language centre:

a. In schools where the Native language insiructor has a

full load Oespecially where a rotary system is followed)

this should be a regular classroom reserved for Native content

classes, preparation, and materials development and storage.

b. Elsewhere there should be an office adequate for

preparation, and materials development and storage. The

classrooms in which instruction takes place should have

Native language learning centres.

Bulletin board and display space should be available to the

Native language instructor in the school and classrooms.

12A
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- A section of the school library should be set aside for

Native language materials even if there is little to put

in it at first. A committee of teachers should, he set up

to gather more materials for the section. Lshort-term,

DIAND, provincial school boards and principals]

111.19 There should be a standard policy on the provision of

equipment and supplies for Native language programs. The

instructor should have full access to the same equipment and

supplies as other teachers. Lshort-term, DIAND and provincial

school boards]

111.20 Where special equipment is required (additional or sPecial

Special tape recorders, listening stations, etc.) there should be an

equipment equipment grant with suitable maintenance and replacement

allowances. [short-term, DIAND and provincial school boards]

* Letraset

Syllabic

typewriters

I1I.21 The syllabic letraset design should be completed and arrange-

ments made for production and distribution to Native language

short-teYm, PIAND, Native organizations]
arts programs. E

111.22 As syllabic typewriters are in short supply and the Olivetti

machines are no longer being made in Canada, IBM syllabic

typing elements should be produced and auropriate typewriters

made available to Native language programs. With IBM

machines and typing elements, one machine can type eastern

syllabics, western syllabics, and English; or any combination.

(Olivetti electric models can still be bought in orders of

25 or more.) [short-term, DIAND, Ministry of Education,

Native organizations]
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The special teaching material requirements of'Native

language enrichment and literacy programs must be

recognized:

- there are few usuable published materials or models

- dialect and orthographic variation will require

multiple versions of materials and suggest local

development

- the number of students using any one set of local

dialect/orthography materials will be small

111.23 The orthography used in Native language probrams should be

that preferred by the particular community. In most com-

munities in the _project area, this means a variant of

syllabics. Where more than one variant of syllabics is in

use in the community, the community should select one for

initial introduction in the program. Other variants can

be introduced later. Information should he available tb

the community on:

(a) need for as large a literacy area sharing a common

languav variety and writing system as Possible for

efficient material production

(h) need to use a standard variety of syllabics for

which typewriters are available

(e) decisions made at the Big Trout Lake conferences

conducted by NANO in 1975 and 1976

(d) the amount of material currentl available for each

literacy area.

Where there is no strong syllabic tradition. Information on

standard roman orthozraphy shol04 be made available to

communities.

Native language teachers should beommefamiliar in their

trainingwith the prncipIes of orthographv selection and
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reform; with the varieties of syllabics in use; and with

standard roman orthography for Cree and Ojihwe. [Short-

term, DIAND, Native organizations, band councils, education

comMitiees1

III.24The needed material can be prepared in the following ways:

through work by instructors and students at training
--

schools and workshops for Native language teachers

- by local instructors, where_possible working with

community language resource people, teachers, the Native

language consultant, and techno-linguists

by local adaptation of materials designed by the Native

language consultant and techno-linguists [short-term,

DIAND and Ministry of Edncationj

IIT.25A syllabus for Native language enrichment and literacy

programs by grade level should be prepared, following the

*Native general curriculum guidelines of the 'Notebook. Included will

language be outlines of possible course content, teaching methods,

syllabus required materials, and suggested resources. For programs in

which Native litercy is second literacy, grades K-3 should

stress oral language development and grades 4 and up should

add literacy. Higher grades may add Structure, literature,

translation and interpretation. The Native language

consultant will work with the schools in adapting the

syllabus to local conditions. Ishort-term, DIAND and

Ministry of Educationl

111.26 The Native language office of DIAND should continue

Notebook expansion of the Notebook through the circulation of

supplements. short-term, DIAND-:

4 5



111.27 A Board of Editors able to examine materials for adherence to

local syllabic and editing standards should be available to
-------- ------------

*Board of anyone publishing Native languagejnaterials. Literacy

Editors material distributed for other than strictly local use should

be cleared by board members for the appropriate literacy area.

[short-term, PIANO, Ministry of Education, Native organizations]

111.28 The Native language consultants should work with local and

Consultants professional specialists to produce model materials (reading

producing kits, primers, games, etc.) and assist instructors to revise

models them for local use, if the model is not linguistically or

orthographically appropriate. [short-term, DIAND, Ministry

of 7rlucat1onl

111.29 The Native language consultant(s) and techno-linguists shnuld

*Local assist instructors and communities in creating materials for

materials local use. Lshort-term, DIAND, Ministry of Educationi

The Native language consultant(s) should circulate information

*Newsletter on available services and materials to instructors and

appropriate school and community members through a newsletter.

[short-term, Diand, Ministry of Education)

*Adult 111.31 Adult syllabtc instructional materials should be prepared.

materials short-term, DIAND, Ministry of Education, Native organizationsj

*Syllabic 111.32 Literacy area editorial and orthographic standards should be

style codified and included in a revision of the Syllabic Style

manual Manual. 'short-term, DIAND, Ministry of'Education, Native

organizations



*Materials 111.33 The ways in which.a Native Language Materials Centre with

development local staff (writers, editors, printers, illustrators) can

centre be funded should be explored. long-term, WAND, Ministry

of Education, Native organizations7-

* Translation TI1.34 Translation and interpretation skills should be taught in

and the Native language arts course in the upper grades.

interpretation Translation and interpretation are linguistically complex

skills skills. Students should not be asked to translate before

they have developed these skills. short-term, DIAND,

Ministry of Education and Faculties of Education)

* Linguistic 111.35 Research is re uired to su ort the develo ment of teacher

research
training and teaching materials for the following language

varieties:

Swampy Cree (n-Cree)çi.

2. Mose Cree (1-Cree)

[3. Severn Ojibwe (Sandy Lake Cree)

4. Severn Ojibwe (Big Trout Cree)

5. Northern Ojibwe (Lac Seul Ojibwe)

1 and 2 cand,be combined and 3 and 4 can be combined for

studies such as reference grammars, but. other more detailed

descriptions such as orthography styles Must be done

separately for each language variety.

.
Research and materials of the following types are

required for all langUage varieties:

(1) Grammars

a. Grammar sketch with paradigms

b. Word formation studies

c. Full re_feyence gyammar
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(2) Lexical materials

a. Bilingual word lists, 3000-5000 items

b. Full bilingual dictionaries

c. Topic lists (kin, body, flora and fauna, place names, etc.)

d. Multi-lingual word lists

e. Monolingual teaching dictionarieS

f. Word, stem and inflection frequency studies

(3) Orthography studies

a. Syllabic style manual

b. Roman orthography manual

c. Character, syllable, and_phoneme frequency counts

(4) Texts.

The required research can be undertaken in a number of ways:

a. By full-time linguistic staff or on contract (with or

without a Native Educational Resources Centre)

b. By arrangement with research funding organizations (the

Slcfal Sciences and Thimanities Research Council, National

Museum)

These research materials must be practically oriented. Local

committees should be involved in the lexical work and

participation in this research should be-required

techno-linguist trainees.
,[short-term, DIAND, Ministry of

Education, Native organizationsl

111.36 Native as a second language programs should be established

for English speaking Native children on the same bases as ,

Native language arts and enrichment programs for Native

language speaking children. Recommendations made above

about pay, organization, scheduling, stgff relations,

consulting and so on apply to NASL as well. [short-term,

DIAN!), Mifiistry of Education and provincial school boards]
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IIT.37 The development of the Algonquian and Iroquoian NASL core

programs should be continued, maintaining their present,

excellent standards. Lshort-term, DIAND, Ministry of

Education!

111.38 Guidelines should be established for Native first and

second language courses at the high school level. [short-

term and Ministry of Education]

111.39 Having an additional subject taught through thelnedium of

the Native language to increase the children's exposure to

and opportunities for use of the Native language should be

considered to extend the NASL program in the junior and

intermediate divisions. See Part IV. fshort-term, nIANn,

ministry of Education'?

Varying 111.40 For classes with students of varying proficiency in En4lish

proficiency and the Native language (from Native dominant to EngleSh

in both languages dominant) the following approaches should be used:

(s) the same language arts program cannot be offered to

students who are basically Native language speakers as

to those who are basically English speakers

(b) Native language as a subject of instruction as a

first and/orsecond language should be offered even if

there are relatively few students eligible for such

courses

(c) peer tutoring in both English and the Native language

within one class or with older students helping younger

ones Should be used

(d) oral language development in both English and the,

Natiyelanguage should he a major part of the language
i

program 1.short-term, DIAND, Ministry of Educationj

/2;)
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1II.41 In schools in communities which have several languages or

dialects:

(a) a positive attitude must be maintained toward all

languages and dialects represented. The school shoultl

actively represent variations as yaluable differentes,

not deviance.

(b) one language or dialect should be chosen for use in

the school Native language program and shOuld be kept

consistent throughout the child's school career

(c) other local varieties of. the Native language can be

studied comparatively in the upper grades [short-term,

nIAND, provincial school boards and education committees]

111.42 A second Native language could be taught as a subject for

special purposes as in the Cree program at Big Trout Lake

in which Ojihwe s_peaking children are taught Cree as an

additional language. (See Appendix B.) [short-term,

DIAND and provincial school boards)

111.43 The results of the present translation/interpretation

project should be taken into account when materials are

* Translation and being made for school programs. Similar methods should

interpretation be used if new vocabulary has to be developed for teaching

project through the medium of the Native language. There will be

a continuing need for such work. People who have worked on

the project or who are subsequeuLl trained as translators/

interpreters will be valuable to Native language education

as resource people for standard', in writing and vocabulary.

[short-term, Native organizr.tions, DIAND, Ministry of

Mucationj
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Summary

Thts part covers Native language arts programs for English medium schools

in which the Native language is the second language'of literacy. Most schools in

the project area now fall into this category. The team found that such Native

language arts programs are poorly and sporadically funded and the instructors are

undertrained and virtually unsupported by the resources of materials or help from

consultants or school staff members. It is recoMmended that the community, band

officials, DIAND and the provincial school boards carefully choose-the correct

program on the basis of community objectives and clear government policies about

funding and other support for such programs. Native language instructors should

get adequate training, be suitably paid and receive support in the school and

from Native language consultants. Materials development should be continued anti

expanded in a variety of ways such as lihguistic research, the training of

techno-linguists, the development of literacy items such as style manuals,

letraset and typewriter elements and translation/interpretation research. NASL

program development should be continued and expanded to the other schools in

which it would be appropriate. A Native Languages Educational Resources Centre

could play an important role in the development of materials for Native language

arts programs, in the training of personnel and in the provision of long term

support to and cooriination of Native language programs.

Short-term recommendations:

Work can be begun and continued on almost all recommendations in this part.

Long-term recommendations:

Native language instructors should eventually be certified specialists

trained comparably to certified French language specialists, for example, and

paid accordingly. Techno-linguists should be trained to carry out Native language

and pedagogical development work on a dialect-wide basis. A Native language

,,aterials development centre should be set up perhaps in connection with a

demonstration school or a Native Languages Educational Centre. Techno-linguists

would be valuable in such a context.
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Part IV: NATIVE NEDIITM PROGRAMS

This part covers programs in which subjects other than the Native language'

itself are aught through the medium of the Native language. Such subjects fall

into two eategories one is subjects vith Native oriented content taught through

the medium of the Native language because it is culturally appropriate; because

it extends the use of the Native language in the school or because the instructor

is more comfortable teaching in the Native language; the other is subjects such

as initial reading (reading in the Native language as a first language of literacy),

mathematics or social studies taught through the mediumHof the Native language

because the children do not understand or speak English well *enough to study such

subjects through the medium of English. In the schools we visited we found

several examples of Native oriented subjects taught through the Native language

for the sake of convenience or appropriateness. Religion was taught in the Native

language in several schools, but we did not learn the reason why this choice of

medium was made.

It hag been pointed out several times in this repert that clear objectives

for proFram decisions are the only good basis on which to estahlish programs.

This principle, is especially important in the area of Native medium programs. The

following discussion shows how Native medium programs could be used.in two different

types of communities with appropriately different objectives for the use of the

Native language in the school. One would fit into the potential group C, English

with Interpretation and Other Course(s) , described in Part I.

a
The reason for teaching one or two subjects through the medium of-the Native

language would be to provide extra practice in the Native language. Such a

rationale would be valid in communities in which the Native language had lost or

was losing its dominance. It the children came to school speaking some English

and some Native language, and if there was a great deal of English to be heard in

the community, several Native msdium courses could be established to provide

extra Rractice to supplement a Nauive language arts.course. In communities in

which the children came tO school speaking little or no Native language, Native

5 2
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meclium courses might be set up to supplement a Native as a second language

program. Such courses are bellg taught elsewhere in the province in French to

supplement French as a,second lart;,uave P.Jurses. The combination is called

extended French.'

If a decision is made to teach one or more courses in the Native language

under such circumstances, the question of which course(s) becomes important. A

common decision has been to teach a Native Culture course through the Native

language. This,decision is often made because vocabulary to Aiscuss Native

culture already exists in the language and appropriate teaching methods are

also not usually any,problem. Such courses would usually be introduced for

year or two in the junior or intermediate divisions when it can be assumed that

the children have developed the Native language well enough through Native

language arts courses, to attempt taklng a Native medium subject.

At the present, the team has the impression that many schools in the project

area have not adequately considered what it is they wish to accomplish with

Native medium courses and sometimes have not considered how Native medium courses

fit into the total school curriculum. We think this because funding is often

inconsistent and clear objectives for such courses have not been articulated.

Also, teachers of such courses often have little chance to develop their skills

or to discuss their programs, with other teachers of similar courses.

In schools in which the children first come to school speaking little or

no English, the purposes for using the Native language as a medium of instruction

might be quite different. Although there might be a desire to extend the use of

the Native language in the school to give the children more practice in the

language or for cultural relevance as in the situation described above, it is

more likely that the primary concern would be to get the content of the school

curriculum across to the children in a language they can understand. Such

objectives would indicate the use of programs such as a Vernacular Transition or

a Maintenance Bilingual program (see Part I).
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WIlile,the children were learning the school language of the province,
A

English, they could continue their conceptual development by ta,king subjects

throUgh their mother tongue. The'subjerts'chosen.to he taught through the Native

medium under this system would :probably be the most important subfects in-the
,

curriculum./ Tl4v would not-lMely be Native culture oriened since the sci,00l

would make its strongest effoits to get across the most'different concepts and

experiences in the Native language. Native medium sub:ect teaching would begin

as soon as the hildren,entered school and.migyt tape off (a Vernacular

Transition progr m) early in the 'junior division or s me subjects might be

continued in the, ative language in order to continue the development of the°
..

Native language as in a Maintenance Bilingual progr , Literacy would be taught

in the Native language first not only for its own,4alue hut to fatilitate subject
--

teaching in other classes and to develop reading skills to transfer to reading in

the second language, English.

Both kinds of reasons.for introducing Native medium subjects (Native

language maintenance and teaching subject matter) exist in almost all schools

in the project area and vary depending on the language Troficiency of the children,

priorities for Native language learning, local attitudes towards the use of the

Native language in the school and so on, Theejective, stated in the'People of

Native Ancestry T document of the Ontario Ministry of Education, that Native

children shou/d be fuliy bilingual by the end of,the Aunior division, can best

be pursued in the project area through programs such asthose deperibed here.

Chiefs, education committee members, band councillors, community members and

school personnel to whom we described the possibilities of extended Native

language involvement in the curriculum were generally interested in the idea.

Manitoba has experimented with some success in NaEive bilingual education

programs and Quebec started one this yenr. Recent research.into the effects of

this type of program (see the reference to Rudolph Troike's article in Part I)

indicates that school adjustment, language, reading and even the learning of

other content subjects by minority language pupils are likely to be improved in

a good quality vernacular or bilingual education program over a regular majority

language only program.
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A key phrase in this context is "good quality". There is no point in

embarking on Native medium programming without: (1) informed choice of the option

%
by the community (as described in Section 1), (2) clear short range and long range

plans for implementing the program year by year and grade by grade, (3) the commit-

ment to the idea by school personnel and community members who will have to devote

extra effort into making the plan a reality, (4) short term and long term funding

arrangements to cover a year of curriculum development before the program begins

and continued materials development during the program, and (5) the training of

staff. Work which has to be done for other Native language programs such as the

choice of orthography and dialect to be used, the development of curriculum and

materials, the selection or training of teaching personnel, the avoidance of

cultural conflicts and so on is greatly intensified as the amount of Native

language programming is increased. So far we have seen that most communities and

schools have not been able to maintain, for whatever internal or external reasons,

a good quality, 15 minute-a-day Native language program. The possibility of

successful bilingual education programs being launched on a large scale in the

study area right now is slight indeed. Nevertheless, this team encourages

communities and schools in the study area to seriously consider the possibilities,

to plan ahead and to begin now to develop the resources which will be needed.

Policy and Funding

We recommend IV.1 that a cooperative policy statement be drawn up at the

Policy statement

on bilingual

education and

Native medium

courses

Regional level of DIAND and the Ontario Ministry of Education

stating what subject areas may be taught through the Native

medium in a bilingual_program and giving criteria which a

school would have to meet in order to be permitted to

initiate a bilingual program. The relationship of Native

medium courses to parallel or similar courses in the regular

English medium courses should be outlined. [short-term,

nIANn, Ministry of Educationl
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IV.2 that Section 229 of the Education Act of Ontario be

amended to show a commitment to Native language use in the

Changes in the schools. NONA I already makes some polic statements with

Education Act respect to Native languages on the part of the Ontario

government but there is a need for that government to

demonstrate its commitment through legislation as well.

Lshort-term, Ministry of Education]

FundinF,

policies

IV.3 that long-term and short-term funding joltcis both for

Native oriented courses taught through the Native language

and for Native medium programs of the Vernacular Transition

and Bilingual Maintenance types be4Flearly articulated by

DIAND and the Ministry of Education. Provision should be

included for one year of preliminary preparation in the

cases of Vernacular Transition and Bilingual Maintenance

along with special support for the program one year of

sUpport for every grade-to be affected by the program.

Uhort-term, D1AND, Ministry of EducatAor0

Community Information and Decision Making

IV.4 that detailed information about Vernacular Transition and

Circulation of Maintenance Bilingual programs be circulated to communities

information on in the project area over several years using all the agencies

bilingual and media available (Native orpnizations, schools, radio,

education newspapers, band councils, education committees and so on).

Lshort-term,.DIAND, Ministry of Education, Native organizations(

School

language

'policy

IV.5 that every school take stock of the roles now being played by

English and the Native language. Are both languages being

used to,maximum advantage? Is Native language

learning being effectively promoted in the school?

Are children getting enough exposure to English models? (We
_

felt that non-Native teachers in remote schools who-also

speak some Native language would be best to use English all

the time to their students in order to maka maximum use of

the'children's oppbrtunities to hear English. It happens
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that just those things which the teacher knows how to say

to the children in the Native language are those very things

the children should.be learning in English.) Does the

school have a policy about language which would provide each

staff member with a clear idea of his role in the language

education of the children? [short-term, DTAND and provincial

school boards]

If a Vernacular Transition or Maintenance Bilingual Program Is Decided On

At present, resources of various types are not available or fully enough

developed to support a Vernacular Transition or Maintenance Bilingual program for

any Native community in Ontario. In this report we have detailed needs in the

areas of ESL and English medium programs, Native language arts and personnel

training. A Vernacular Transition or Maintenance Bilingual program would have

the same needs but intensified because of the increased role of the Native

language and the additional pressure on the quality of the ESL program particularly

in the early grades. Rather than reiterate most of the recommendations made in

the other parts of this report, we will describe here the major types of develop-

ment necessary for Vernacular Transition or Mhintenance Bilingual programs and

suggest where they parallel the recommendations made elsewhere.

In Part I and in other parts as well, means of deciding on and planning for

programs are described. It is essential when a Vernacular Transition or Maintenance

Bilingual program is in question that such steps are followed because many extra

resources are necessary to support such programs (money, materials and manpower),

because the community may see such programs as a radical departure in education,

because a great deal of community support in materials development and classtoom

involvement is reluired and'because long range planning is essential to the

success of such programs. Once the decision is made to embark on a Vernacular

Transition or Maintenance Bilingual program, the school and community members

must make detailed short and long range plans in order to phase in.the program

with the _present program of the school, provide for appropriately trained staff

including consulting and coordinating personnel, and prepare and collect suitable

5 7
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materials. As a rule of thumb, one preliminary preparation year should be

funded and one year for every grade to be affected by the program. Funds must

be allotted for hiring specially qualified teachers if necessary, hiring several

community members tn ,,fork on materials preparation, hiring or releasing a

coordinator for the program and paying special consultants. Travel, tuition and

expense money wiLl probably be needed for visits to other communities with

similar programs, for attendance at conferences on sites where relevant studies

are being done, and for training programs. Mhterials must not only he developed

but reproduced at a professional level of quality.

We recommend IM.6 that the Steering Committee organized as a result of this

information report, DIAND, the Ministry of Education and the Native

package on organ'..zations collect information about Vernacular Transition

Vernacular and Maintenance Bilingual programs that are being implemented

Transition and in Canada and elsewhere. These organizations should develop

Maintenance a Tackage of information and planning guidelines to assist

Bilingual programs communities in drawing up detailed plans for such programs.

[short-term, DIAND, Ministry of Education, Native organizations]

TV.7 that a Native Languages tducational Resources Centre should

'Native Languages have as one of its purposes the provision of consulting

Educational services to help communities plan for Vernacular Transition

Resogrces Centre or Maintenance Bilingual programs in the areas of linguistics,

as consultant language pedagogy, materials development, personnel training

and administration. (long-term, DTAND, Ministry of Education,

Native organizationsl

Demonstration

program

IV.8 that a demonstration bilingual education program be

established in a community which is interested in having a

bilingual education program. Such a _program could initially

he the focus of the existing resources of personnel and

materials in order to work out basic problems as the program

is introduceA at the rate of a grade a year. Once established
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it could serve as a demonstration of the program, provide

some staff training and consulting for other programs, and

provide either models or actual materials to be used in

other programs. (long-term, DIAND, Ministry of Education,,

Nati-ve organizations]

A Vernacular Transition or Maintenance Bilingual program would necessitate

changes in personnel or at least changes in the utilization of personnel for most

schools in the project area. Native medium subjects must be taught toy Native

speakers who are trained and certified to take full responsibility for a class-

room. As a stop gap measure, team teaching with non-Native speaking teachers and

Native speaking classroom aides could be Undertaken but we consider this an

unfair and short-term solution. Training of Nativespeakers to be certified

teachers will have to keep up with demand for personnel for Native medium

teaching. This should include methods in teaching Native language liL:eracy as

a first language of literacy and in the special needs of teaching other subjects

through the medium of a Native language particularly in the use of the experience

approach and in materials adaptation and deveiupment Programs such as the

apprenticeship program mentioned in Part V and other possibilities should be

initiated to train classroom aides and Native language instructors for full

teacher certification with special skills in Native language medium teaching.

Non-NatIve speaking personnel would become more specialized in a Vernacular

Transition or Maintenance Bilingual program. It is most important that they

have or acquire skills in ESL methods, English medium courses should be taught

wherever possible by mother tongue speakers of English. It is possible that a

school would have a high proportion of Native speaking personnel with a few

mother tongue English speaking specialists for ESL and higher grade subject

areas for the Englishpart of the curriculum. Part V gives detailed recommen-

dations about training and staffing which would be suitable for the needs of

Vernacular Transition and Maintenance Bilingual programs.

We recommend IV,9 that Native language medium courses be taught by certified

Native speaking teachers with special training in teaching

in the Native language, [long-term, DIAND, Ministry of

Education]

5!)
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IV.1() that schools planning to begin a bilingual education

program provide release time for teachers assistants and

others to plan their new roles. Llong-term, DIAND and

provincial school boards]

A good part of the preparation for teachers to teach Native language

medium subjects must cover teaching methods and means of developing and adapting

materials in order to overcome the fact that there will be a scarcity of suitable

materials for some time. Materials development should begin at least one year

before the Native language medium program is to be started in the classroom.

At least one full time person should be employed to prepare such materials.

Part III outlines areas 1.6 which work must be done for materials. Linguistic

research is important. For example, orthography standardization is necessary

for any written materials and particularly for Native language literacy courses;

vocabulary standardization and development may be necessary in order to write

consistently about subject areas which are not often discussed in the Native

languagts; and the study of dialect differences is ,Aportant if materials are to

be shared among communities. nictionaries and reference grammars will be needed

in any program which uses the Native language in any more than a superficial way.

A reasonable volume of written material must be written or collected for use in

Native language literacy programs, either for first or second language of literacy,

if students are to become fluent readers. Written material must be edited and

graded. Reading readiness materials must he developed for the special needs of

Native language speakers and for the particular demands of learning to read

syllabics (if syllabics is chosen).

For subjects outside the language arts area as well as for the reading

program, care must be taken that cultural differences are taken into full account

to avoid conflicts and to maximize learning about both cultures. Teaching

styles and methods will have to be considered. Usable material should be

collected from similar programs elsewhere and adapted. These considerations must

not be taken lightly. Doing an adequate job of choosing appropriate topics for

the curriculum and preparing detailed plans and materials should involve the
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consultation of the program coordinator, the reacher, subject area specialists,

language specialists ami concerned community members. Consultants in English

and Native language education, the cooperation of Native organizations, and

coordination with other Native language development activities such as the

Translation/Interpretation Project will he necessary. A Native Languages

Education Centre, a de,lonstration school or both could be very useful in

materials development for Native medium programs of any type.

Recommendations on materials development in this part can not be separated

from Cte recommendations made in the rest of the report. As an absolute minimum

we recommend:

IV.11 that in-services and consultants (in English and Native

Skills in language education) he available for school ersonnel and

development community members to develop their skills in materials

development and curriculum planning. llong-term, DIAND,

Ministry of education_

Summary

Courses might be taught through the medium of the Native language for two

major reasons. One reason for teaching courses through the Native language

would he for the purpose of reinforcing the Native language, or because the Native

lanfmage is more convenient or appropriate for use with the subject matter. This

requires careful planning particularly aS far as the balance between English and

the Native language is concerned in the light of the objectives for education in

the school. The other reason for teaching subjects through the medium of the

Native language would he in order to recognize that the students are highly

,proficient in their Native language and will learn content more quickly in it

than if it is presented in an unfamiliar language. Such programs are Vernacular

Transition or Maintenance Bilingual programs (see Part I). Reading may be taught

in the Native language as a first language of literacy and/or other subjects such

as mathematics or social studies may be taught in the Native language as well.



Program planning, personnel training and materials development are crucial

factors tn the success of such programs. The strongest recommendations made in

the rest of the report are all relevant here. Also, cultural relevance of the

content, language and teaching style must be taken into account.

Recommendations:

In the short term we recommend that VIAND, the Ministry of Education and

the Native organizations collaborate to make short and long-term funding policies

that could he applied to the development of Native medium courses for Native

language enrichment and for children who 00 not understand English well enough

to take the subjects in English (Vernacular Transition and Maintenance Bilingual

programs). They should also develop an information package to help communities

decide among the program options. Native medium courses should he very carefully

planned for at the community and school level because of the effort and expertise

involved in initiating them.

The discussion anci recommendations added in this part concerning ESL,

Native language as a first language of literacy, other subjects taught through

the Native language, materials development and personnel training are the same

as those in other parts of the report. Long-term recommendations are made regarding

the qualifications of teachers in Native medium courses, demonstration schools,

the role of a Native Languages Educational Resources Centre and so on. A great

deal of ground work will have to he laid before Native medium programs such as

Vernacular Transition or Maintenance bilingual programs should be attempted.
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Part V: TRAINING AND PERSONNEL

Observations At present, teaching personnel are either:

about teaching (a) classroom teachers - regular training

personnel (b) classroom teachers - specialized Native teacher

training

(c) classroom assistants

(d) Native language instructors - NAFL

NASL

(a) Classroom teachers - regular training:

- training provided by many universities

certified by the Ministry of Wucation

university degree now require4

- certificate and usually degree required to teach a

classroom in northern schools (except for kindergarten

which is often taught by a clagsroom assistant)

- part of training in some universities has included

courses in ESL methods and Native studies

- trainees must speak English

(b) Classroom teachers specialized Native teacher training:

- training provided sporadically by two universities

training provided exclusvely for Native teacher trainees

- certified by Ministry of Education

university degree not necessarily required for certification

certificate permits teacher to teach a regular classroom

some Native teacher training has involved ESL methodology,

structure of Native languages and writing in Native

languages (courses varied)

- trainees are Native and must speak English

63
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(c) Classroom assistants:

- training usually offered on university campuses

- training usually involves four six-week summer programs.

LPngth of courses tray vary and nymber of available courses

has varied.

- training courses given and trainees certified by

Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development

- certification does not permit holder to teach a regular

classroom alone (some do teach Kindergarten)

- many acting assistants have only part or none of this

training

- ESL methods and aspects of gative language rarely taught

- classroom assistants usually employed in federal schools

and in 5W,IP provincial schools

- trainees always Native and must speak English

(d) Native language instructors:

NAFL

training outlined is a 4 year 3-week summer program

- only one year ever given in Thunder Bay in 1978

certification has not yet been established

- training focuses on writing and teaching Native

languages as first languages

- trainees must speak a Native language

NASL

- 4 year program of 3-week summer, training giyen and

certified by Department of Indian Affairs and Northern

Development (probably the best program of its type

in: North Amertca

- training focuses on teaching Native languages as second

languages

- trainees must speak a Native language and usually speak

English
1".



We recommend

Pre-service

ESL training

Pre-service

training for

teaching (in)

the Native

language

V.1 that the present Ontario government guidelines for the

preparation of teachers to teach ESL be modified to include

material relevant to northern Ontario schools and that this

aspect of ESL be brought out in ESL training courses.

Lshort-term, Ministry of Education]

V.2 that training in the structure and writing of Native language

and in methods of teaching Native language orally and written

as a first or second language should be an important part of

the training of Native speaking personnel for northern schools:

(i) be a required set of subjects (choice of first or

second language teaching methods) for training of all

Native speaking trainees

(ii) be the focus of the program for NASL and NAFL

instructors

(iii) be designed to accommodate monolingual Native-

speaking trainees {short-term, WAND, Ministry of

Education and Faculties of Education)

V.3 that DIAND and the Ministry of Education cooperate in

developing and certifying the content and format of Native

language courses for Native language speaking trainees

(structure. orthography, bilinRual education including first

and second language teaching methods. In the light of the

fact that the NLTT NASL program has been so successful, it

should be given first consideration. The NLTT NAFL outline.

whic_11 is based on the strong points of the NASL program,

should be adopted ou an experimental basis and allowed to

develop. [short-term, DIAND, Ministry of Education and

Faculties of Education)

V.4 that the NLTT NAFL program be offered as soon as possible

(summer 1980). short-term, Ministry of Education, DIANDI



Observations:

Siatus of

classroom

assistants and

Native language

instructors

T.le recommend
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At the moment classroom assistants have a stable place in

northern schools Partly because nost have a valuable skill,

fluency in the Native language. Many classroom assistants,

even those with little formal training, have developed

excellent teaching skills through. observation and experience.

Native 1angua-,2 instructors, at least those who did not hold

any other teaching position before, have not had the oppor-

tunity to observe in the classroom, to imitate trained

teachers (since the subject matter they deal with requires a

somewhat different methodology), or to pvictise on small

lesson segments before launching into a full teaching load.

This pressure and the uncertainty of funding for Native

language programs have been major factors in the instability

of Nativ2 language instructors (and their programs) in

northern schools.

V5 that the requirements for Native teacher certification and

Native language Listructor, be articulated and standardized

by TUMID, the Ministry of Education and participating

universities wittra view toward eventual teacher certifica-

tion of these instructors. [long-term, DIAND, Ministry of

Educationj

VA that the category of classroom assistant not be considered

a permanent personnel category but that,DaAND, the Ministry

of Education and.faculties of educption actively work

toward staffing northern schools entirely with certified

teachers (with the possible exception of monolin ual

Native language instructors). Special training and upgrading

facilities should be provided to this end. long-term,

DIAND, Ministry of Education, Faculties of Education and

provincial school hoards]
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1.7 that the obviously effective relationship between classroom

assistant and classroom teacher be capitalized on. An

apprenticeship program should be set up whereby classroom

assistants could get a fair amount of their credits toward

A teaching certificate by doing certain assignments under the

direction of the classroom teacher. -Credits in Native

language teaching or ESL as well as other credits could be

transferred from classroom assistant training for assistants

with serious concerns about being away from home. Non-

apprenticeship courses could be taught to groups of trainees

in short intensive sessions at northern locations or to

individual trainees by an\itinerant teacher training facilit-y.

[long-term, NAND, Ministry of Education, Faculties of Education

and provincial school boards)

V.R This method becomes particularly relevant in the context of

vernacular transition or bilingual education programs. If

such programs are to be instituted, schools must rely more

Apprenticeship heavily on their Native language speaking personnel. Insti-

in vernacular tuting early vernacular prograrrs is often considered impossible

programs because of the scarcity of university-trained Native language

speaking staff. With apprenticeship and team teaching between

certified and Natives classroom assistants or Native language

Consistency

teachers, this problem becomes to some extent less of an

obstacle. Llong-term, DIAND, Ministry of Education, Faculties

of Education and provincial school boards]

V.9 that all these training programs be offered consistently

so the trainees can plan their programs and so that

instructors will know what to expect of their studetyltsf

previous training. [long-term, DIAND, Ministry of Education

and Faculties of Education]



Techno-linguists

V.10 that Native speakers, at least Gne for each dialect area,

he traine(1 t work as linguistic field workers to provide

lins!,uistfc research and materials for schools with Native

language programs. Their training should follow along

the lines of that used for training techno-linguists in

()uehec. ThiF, category of personnel mus4 be reco nized

hy the government agencles who would their services

and Lv thC universltjes who would arr nge for their

bong-term DTAND, Ministry of Education]

A techno-linguist 1,; a consultant and tech ical support person for Native

lang6age programs who i fluent in a Native language and has certified training

in appropriate technical areas nc education, linguistics, and applied linguistics.

There are many tasks essential to the development and maintenance of strong

Native language programs that only a linguistically trained speaker, with full

access to all the resources of the lanTiage, can perform. While certain specializerl

tasks remain for the outside langume teaching consultant or Linguist, many of

their'-current johs can 1)c. ',otter dono by a techno-linguist, resident in a Native

community and working closely .vit h Native language teachers.

Functioning within a Native Language Centre, the teC'no-linguist training

program will provide untversity credit courses, some involving id44vidualized

instruction, centering on the langua,;e ;IA language situation of the trainees.

While nrimarilv aimed nt preparing the trainee for his Joh, they should also

provide a base for future course work leading to a degree in education'or

linguistics.

Suggested course areas include: language arts teaching (first language),

second language teaching, bilingual materials preparation, general linguistics,

linguistic analysis, phonology and orthograP'hy, sociolinguisttcs, field methods

and linguistic data processing, and Native studies.

The main activities of the techno-linguist will h : consultation, materials

nrenar,Ktion, orthography standardization, and research.

6
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Consultation. The techno-linguist will serve as a specialized Native language

teaching consultant, visiting each class within the assigne,d area regularly. The

techno-linguist will beleallable to educational authorities (hand/provincial/

federal) as a consultant in the planning and evaluation of Native language

programs. The techno-linguist will be available to Native and government

agencies as a consultant on Native language policy and will serve on the

Editorial Board to ensure the linguistic and orthographic standards of Native

language materials. While this includes policy on translation and interpretation,

the position is not intended to he a translator's position.

Materials Preparation. The techno-linguist will have over-all responsibility

in his region for the preparation of teaching materials. He will assess needs

with the Native language teachers and will work with them, communities, and the

,Native Language Centre to create the necessary materials.

Orthographic Standardization. Thc techno-linguist will have the special

responsibility of creating materials for school and community use to assist in

standardization of the orthography (syllabic or roman) and will monitor

orthographic standXds in school materials.

Reseatch. The techno-linguist will document the word resources of the

language, both in the traditional realm (place names, flora and fauna, traditional

customs, etc.) and in the contemporary area (neologisms), by maintaining lexical

files and preparing specialized word lists, bilingual dictionaries and monolingual

dictionaries. The techno-linguist will also document the grammatical resources

of the language by maintaining usage files and by working with linguists in the

preparation of pedagogical grammars and reference grammars. The techno-linguist

will document traditional and contemporary oral and written forms of expression

by recording, transcribing, and editing oral literature and by collecting and

editing forms of written Native language expression.

Estahlishment of the position of techno-linguist will need the cooperation

of all involved educational authorities, the Native Language Centre, and a

univercity to create the certification program, recruit and fund students and

staff, and create and fund the johs. Such Native language specialists ar- now

on th, lob in Quebec and undergoing training in British Columbia.
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1.7.11 that some institution such as a university or cultural

centre be approached regarding the establishment of a

Native Native Languages Educational Resources Centre. Such a

Languages centre or centres would function as clearinghouses for

Educational resources relating to th improvement of Native education

Resources and also would offer soMe high quality instruction for

Centre teachers specifically interested in preparing themselves

for teaching Native stUdents. It is important that such

cenrres: (i) be either northern in location so as not to

seem overly remote to northern people, or that off-campus

courses could be ofEeted, (ii) have teacher training

offered udth students taking some courres under the_

ausp4ces of the centre, (lii) offer courses in Unttue

language structure, orthovaphy, bilingual educatibn and

first and second language teaching methmds, (iv) have

faculty members with expertise in teaching of skills

related to language in Native education, (v) carry out

research and materials development relating to Native

language education, (vi) coOrdinate training of classroom

assistants and Native language instructors, with instructors

for such trainih bein hired on a art-time basis

(vil) offer courses to non-degree seeking students,

(viii) offer special courses which prepare Native people

for non-certified teacher positions, and (ix) offer

1 courses involving Native Languages in such a way that

\students from whatever Ontario Native language or dialect

tackground get equally language-relevant treatment.

ilong-term, DIAND, Ministry of Educationl

Location for

summer

programs

V.12. thkt such as summer programs for classroom

ass stants And Native language instructors (NASL may be

an e ception but there would be many advantages to

11\

incl ding It with the others) be held at one. location,

either the campus of the university or other institution

that i to become the Native Lansuages Educational Resources

Cenrrefor other institution in some other location with

\

7o



(a) Classroom

teachers regular

training

(b) Classroom

teachers

specialized Native

teacher training

(c) Classroom

assistants

(d) Native language

instructors
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suitable accommodation and facilities so that resources can

be maximized in providing some basic training for as many

tratnees as are able to come to a central location.

%Men the courses are better established and a corps of

'school personnel with some, northern language training

are in the schools, then alternatives such as a course

witb itinerant faculty visiting the home communities of

the trainees or courses with altered timing such as six

one-week sessions spread out during the year should be

experimented with. long-term, WAND, Ministry of Education

and Faculties of Education]

In-service and post-certification training: Observations

Classroom teachers:

- can take summer courses in ESL teaching for specialist

standing on their certificates

- can take Native studies summer courses

can take correspondence courses in a limited number of

subject areas

can sometimes get a university credit course in a Native

language on campus or in their northern community

can ask for professional development activities in ESL

- can take the Native Language Teacher Training program if

they speak a Native language

can attend conferences

Classroom assistants:

can ask for professional development activities in ESL

can take the Native Language Teacher Training program

if they speak a Native language

can attend conferences

Native language instructors (NAFL) (NASL):

- can take the Native Language Teacber Training program

- can attend conferences

- have access to consultant services on request
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We recommend V.13 that English speaking teaching staff he given a small pay

incentive to improve their ESL qualifications. [short-

FSL training - term, DIAND and provincial school boards]

classroom

teathers V.14 that some universities be approached regarding the

possibility of having a credit ESL correspondence course

or winter courses on location. tshort-term, DIAND,

Ministry of Education and Faculties of Education]

V.15 that informational material on the Native language be

Native language

background

information for

classroom teachers

prepared and distributed to teachers who do not know the

Native language, Such material will need to be written and

should consider such topics As:

(a) Background of Native languages

(b) Types of language problems in the schools

(c) Native language, ESL, and bilingual program types

(d) A language learning guide to help the teacher learn

something of the Native language

(e) A brief phrase book .(and recording) in the language of

the community

(0 An introduction to syllabic writing

This information shoUld be incorporated into the Ministry of

Education cred4c course "Teachers of Native Children".

t.short-term, DIAND, Ministry of Educationj

V.16 that Native speaking teachers and classroom assistants who

Native language have completed,their qualifications be encouraged to take

instructors Native language structure and orthograOhy and that Any

and Native school personnel teaching the Native language as a sub ect

personnel or medium of instruction be required to.take credit courses

in Native language structure, orthography and methods

courses as soon as possible. [phort=term, WAND, Ministry

of Education and Faculties of Education)
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V.I7 that university credit Native language courses be available

Native language off-campus or as correspondence courses so that non-Native

courses for speaking personnel can study thelocal Native language over

teachers the winter and obtain university credit for it. [long-

term, DIAND and universities]

V.18 that Native speaking teaching staff be given a small pay

increase for improving their Native language teaching

qualifications. [short-term, DIAND and provincial school

boards]

V.19 that workshops in aspects of Native lanpage teaching be

held regularly and often for Native speaking school

personnel. Lshort-term, DIAND, Ministry of Educationj

V.2D that facilities be made available for Native speaking

persdnnel who have compLeted their lualificationsior_

certification at whatever level tn come to the Native

Languages Educational Resources Centre or Iherever a

Native language education course is being helcrto refresh

their training, continue contacts or work on special

projects in materials development or research. [long-

term, DIAND and provincial school boards]

V.2I that Native speaking personnel be encouraged and funded to

attend conferences on language and Native education.

[short-term, DIAND and provincial school boards]

Observations: Consulting services for ESL are inadequate in northern

Consulting schools and very few of the teaching personnel in ESL

services situations have any training in ESL; the few consulting

services available have to cover all areas of school

problems.

Consulting services for Native language education are inadequate:

7 3
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(1) in federal schools because the one consultant for the region is responsible

for too many programs and visits schools on an invitational rather than a

regular basis;

(2) in provincial schools because the consultants for Native language'programs

have to cover at least all areas of school language problems and other issues

as well in the many schools they go to.

(3) local schools are not always aware of the range of services they can request.

ye recommend V.22 that consultants and supervisory_personnel for federal

schools should start an active campaign to acTuaint northern

school staff with methods, materials resource books and

reference materials on ESL. Regular workshops on ESL should

be held, rather than just on request. [short-term, DIANDJ

Consulting

services

V.23 that arrangcments should be made for the staff of provincial

schools in which the children are mainly Native speaking, to

attend ESL workshops given,at nearby federal schools and to

share any materials circulating in the federal system concerning

PSL methods and materials. In return, the Ontario government

staff members responsible for ESL from various Ministries

should contribute what ESL materials, guidelines, information

on resources, etc. they have to both northern federal and

provincial schools. Lshort-term, Ministry of Education and

DIANA

V.24 that the federal school system needs Native language

consultants, particularly in the northern areas, in the

proportion of about one Native lahguage consultant to each

ten schools which have Native language programs, or which

have mainly children who speak a Native language as their

first language. -With Native language receFing non-
/

discretionary fundin_g_and the possibility of vernacular

transition or bilin.val prosrams bein_Eingtituted there will

be an intense need for pratticsl supervision and direction.
_ .
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A Native language consultant should-have extensive experience

in elementary language education and curriculum development.

S/he should have some experience with Algonquian linguistics

or should be able to work closely with an Algonquian linguist.

After they have been trained and have _gained some experience

in the field, the -techno-linguists can take over some ofthe

duties of the Native language consultant. [short-term and DIAND)

V.25 that for the few provincial schools in which NAFL programs

would be appropriate, it would be Most efficient if the

provincial government made an arrangement to share the

services of one or several of the federal Native language,

consultants. The Ministry of Education should find an

approPriate person with Native and second language teaching

experience to Supervise the NASL program in its schools.

Lshort-term, Ministry of Education]

V.26 that every Native language instructor be assigned a classroom

teacher to work regularly with on plans, methods, materials

and evaluation. This teacher should regularly attend the

Native language class tO help out with the children and to

make suggestions about improvements. This team should meet

frequently with the Native language consultant. The consultant

can have the classroom teacher act as a resource to monolingual

Native language teachers for teaching materials and ideas

described in English sources. There may be some way in which

this three-way relationship can be organized to create

activities which will result in the Native language teacher's

receiving credit toward his certification as a Native language

teacher or perhaps as a classroom assistant. [short-term,

DIAND, Mfhistry of Education, Faculties of.Education and pro-

vincial school boards]
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Summary

Part Y describes the present qualifications of teaching personnel in

northern schools nnd surveys what kind of training is available for various

categories of these personnel. For certified English speaking teachers, it is

evident that too few have any ESL teaching methodology training and it is

recommended that the present Ontario guidelines for training ESL teachers be

modified to include material relevant to northern schools. In terms of training

teachers already in classrooms, it is recommended that they le encouraged

through small pay incentives to get further ESL training, that some universities

'se approached regarding the possibility of offering correspondence or local

credit courses in ESL methodology, that workshops on ESL be offered on a

regular and consistent basis, and that there be cooperation between DIAND and
4 the Ministry of Education in providing in-service ESL training for teachers.

Tn terms of pre-service education for Native language instructors, it is

recommended that courses presently planned be offered consistently, that

planning and evaluation of courses continue, that a course in NAFL training be

offfc,red immediately, and that requirements for Native teacher certification and

Native lang,:age instructor be articulateii and standardized by DIAND, the Ministry

of Education and participating universities with a view toward eventual certification

of all personnel.. In terms of training non-certified instructors already in

classrooms, it is recommended that they be encouraged through small pay incentives

to ge'L further training, that workshops on aspects of Native language teaching

be held regularly and often, that consulting services are available through the

cooperation of DIAND and the Ministry of Educ'ation for Native language teachers

in both federal and provincial schools. Recommendations concerning the eventual

teacher certification of paraprofessional personnel through apprenticeship

programs are made.

Finally, recommendations are made regarding the establishment of a Native

Lantuages Educational Resources Centre. The functions and characteristics of

such'a centre are described, and as a long-term goal for DIAND and the Ministry
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of Education, the establishment of such a centre is seen as an important and

potentially extremely useful goal. The training of techno-linguists is also

described as a long-term goal to provide Native speaking personnel with back-

ground in language analysis for each dialect area.
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Appendix A

LISTS OF ESL PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITY BOOKS

The programS and other materials 6oks,in these lists are a selection

from among many. They are all popular, fairly easy to obtain and recommended

by North.American language teachers. Most of this material has aspects of

form, function and experiential language teaching in it. Check the notes

to see what the main emphasis is.

ESL PROGRAMS FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Alexander, L.O. and Dugas, Andre

Look listen and Learn.(Canadian Edition)

Toronto: Longman, 1973

- age 10-12

7 based on language forms

primarily ESL for francophone children

Broughton, eoffrey

Go

London: Longman, 19/6

- age 5
does not assume that children can read

teaches oral skills and introduces reading as first literacy.

Kenian, Doris
Steps to English
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1974-5

lower or middle elementary
assumes children are /iterate in their first language

Marguardt, William F., Miller, Jean H., and Hosman, Eleanore

English Around the World
qlenview, Illinois: Scott, Foresman, 1970

K to 3
- assumes children are not literate

oral skills and leading'based on language forms

Marquis, M. and Saindon, R.

Introducing :English

Toronto: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1968.

early elementary
assumes children are not literate.

introduces oral skills and reading

language forms in contexts

Mellgren, Lars and Walker, Michael

Yes! English for Chfldren

Reading, Massachusetts:
Addison-Wesley, Pub., 1977

K-3
assumes children are not litetaie

introduces oral skills and reading

- language forms in contexts
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Nationa10Counci1 for Teachers of English
English.for Today (Canadian Edition)
Montreal: , McGraw-Hill, 1976
- older elementary students
assumes children are already literate
based on language forms

Slager, W.R.; Goodrich, U.E., Krear, S; and Johnson, B.C.

Core English
Lexington, Massachusetts: Ginn and Co., 1971.

early elementary - K-3
- oral skills and reading readiness

- based on language formed in situations

Wright, Andrew, Hawkes, Nicholas, and Betteridge, David
Kaleidoscope: English for Juniors
York: University of York, 1974
(distributed by Uachette)
- for the junior division
- does not assume literacy
- oral and reading skills introduced
- functional in approach

ESL PROGFAMS FOR HIGH SCHOOL

English Language Services
Laglish.This.Way
New York: Collier-Macmillan, 1963-65

secondary students
based on language forms
beginning and intermediate ESL learners

Finocchiaro, Mary
Learning to Use English
New York: Regents, 1966-68
- junior high and high school
- based on language forms

- beginning and intermediate

Ledo, Robert
Lado English Series
New York: Regents, 1970
- secondary or older students
- beginning to advanced ESL learners

Mellgren, Lars and Walker, Michael
New Horizons in engliA
Reading, Massachnsett: Addison - Wesley, 1974

Secondary and older students
beginning and intermediate ESL learners

79
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Sampson, Gloria R.
New Routes to Enylish
Toronto: Collier-Macmillan, 1978
secondary or older students
based on language forms and functions

Slager, William R., project director
fo_r Today (2nd edition)

New York: McQraw-Hill, 1972
- junior high school and high school
based on Language forms with communicative activities
works on reading and writing as well as oral

waidhaugh, 'Ronald et al.
English for a (banging World
Glenview Illinois: Scott, Foresman and Co., 1976

secondaiy
lAnguage forms in situational contexts.

SUPPLEMENTARY FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Primary_

Development Lealning Materials
Shopping Lists Games I and TI
Niles, Illinois: Development Learning Materials

oral practice, also reading and alphabetizing
using money, buying items

Dorry, Gertrude Nye
Games foc Second Limiguage Learning
New York: McGraw-Hill
- all levels

Dunn, Lloyd, M. and Smith, James 0.
Peabody_Language Development Kits

Circle Pines, Minnesota: American Guidance Service, Inc.
K-3

designed for flat i speakers but can be adapted for ritermediate
and advancedprimary ESL
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Adults and Secondaty

Alexander, L.Q.
For and Against
London: Longman
- advanced ESL
- practice 1A a discussion format

Alexander, L.G.
A First Book in Comprehension, Prices and Composition

London: Longman
- beginning FSL
7 supplementary writing activities to a basic ESL

- British

Alexander, L.G. Vincent, Monica; and Chapman, John

Talk it Over
Longon: Longman
- intermediate ESL
- practice in a discussion format

Allen, J.P.B. and Widdowson, M.G.
English in 'Focus

London: Oxford University Press

advanced ESL
textbooks to prepare students to read in their special fields of

interest physical science, mechanical engineering, workshops,

medicine

Allen, Walter, P.
Easy Crossword Puzzles
Portland, Oregon: English Language Services, 1956

Byrne, Donn
Functional comprehension
London: --Longman

- intermediate ESL

- examples of varieties of Writing with exercises

- British

Byrne, Donn; and Holden, Susan
Follow It Through

London: Longman
- intermediate ESL

role play and different types of writing
- British

Corcoran, Eileen
Meeting Basic Compete4icies in Reading
Phoenix, New York: Frank F. Richards Publiskifl Co. Inc., 1937

- intermediate PSI, leafner

- reading everyday items such as labels
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Croft , enne th ; and Brown , Bi 1 lye Walker

SL,erice Readings for Students of ESL
New York : McGraw-Hid 1 , 1968

advanced LSJ,

upper" secondary or pre-college level I:ont'ent

Dixey,, James ; and .Rinvolucri , Mario
t Up and Do I t.

London : Longman
mime and. role play ictIvities

Dorry, , (:er t rude Nye

Cames for Second Language Learning
New York : McGraw Hill

al 1 levels

Eisenbe rg , AArtil

d inv Technical Books_
Eng- ! ewood G1 I f fs , New Jeisey: Prenti ce-Hal 1 , 1978
- advanced ESL
sample science text material and exercises

Lng Ii sh Language Se rvices'

Special English Series
A

New York: Collier Macmillan Interna.tional , 1966-72
in terme.di ate to advanced

books of inte res t to people in a wide ,variety, of professions

Colt ry , N.

Fo mins i n Your Flitu re

New York : Learning Trends , 1973
practice in fil 1 ing-fonns - vocal) ul ary

American forms

Hal 1 , Eugene , e al

En.g1 ish i or Careers

New York : Regents , 1976
ESL for lea,,,;:rs in a variety ot career fields

.Jones , Leo

Funct ions_ ot. Engl ish
LOndon: Can% ridge Univisi-ty Press

advanced ESL
role pl ay ing and pal red language practice

Lawrence , Mary S.
Reading, Thinking, Wri Ling
Ann Arbor : LMiversitv of Michigan P ress , 1975

(\omman i cati ve writ ing skills for a number of different purposes
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Maley, Alan, and Duff, Alan
Drama Technioues in Language Learnina
London: Cambridge University Press

Methold, Kenneth; and Methold, Chuntana
Practice in Medical English
London: Longman, 1975
- advanced ESL
example texts, vocabulary, drills, exercises

Reader's Digest
Science Reader
Pleasantville, New York: Reader's Digest Education Division, 1974

intermediate ESL
- texts with exercises and glossaries

Royds-Irmak, D.E.
Beginning Scientific English
London: Thomas Nelson

readings with exercises
British

Rusthoi, Daniel
Prevocational En lish
Silver Spring, Maryland: Institute of Modern Languages, 1974-77

- beginning and intermediate ESL

- vocabulary and language development

- map and chart reading and other vocational skills

Turner, Richard H.
When People Talk on the Telephone
New York: Teachers' College, Columbia University Press, 1964

- telephone use, etiquette, etc.

Wakeman, Alan
Jabberwocky: The Mastery/Mystery of English Came

London: Longman
- ESL all levels

Wright, Andrew; Buchby, Michael; and Betteridge, David

Games for Language Learning
London: Cambridge University Press, 1979

Yorkey, Richard C.
Study Skills: For Students of English as a second Language

New York: WGraw-Hill, 1970
intrmedlate or advanced ESL.
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Appendix B

SUMMARY OE NORTHERN NATIVE LANGUAGE SURVEY

(SeOtember, 1979)

Nearly every school in the survey area (DIAND James Bay, Nakina, and

Sioux Lookout Districts) reports an'existing, past, or planned Native

language program.. While the greatest emphasis is on the teaching of syllabic

literacy to children speaking a Native, language, other types of language

programs or program components exist in, the area. Besides the NAFL (Native

as First Language) programs, which include the syllabic literacy, language

enrichment or development, and Native language as a medium of instruction

programs, there are NASL (Native as Second Language) programs teaching a

Native language to speakers of English or another Native language.

Information.for this preliminary survey of programs draws on the

following sources:

(1) The completed 1979 Ontario Native Language Questionnaire

from most federal and some provincial schools in the

Nak-:.na and Sioux Lookout Districts.

(2) Reports submitted by Native language, teachers, principals
or band councils from many of the communities,

(3) Additional informal reports from Core Team members with
experience in Native language programs.

No information was submitted on Aroland (Nakina), Ogoki Post, Summer Beaver,

and many of the Ministry of Education schools. Enrollment figures are

missing from Cat Lake, Poplar Hill, and Sachigo. Class scheduling and

teacher pay and training data is missing from James Bay.



The available enrollment information is summarized in the following

chart. It includes total Native Language enrollments for each district,

breakdowns for NAFL and NASL programs within each district and a total

with breakdowns for each major language and dialect/literacy area within
-

each program type and district. Enrollment figures are approximate at

best ani have been rounded off. Mixed classes involving both NAFL and

NASL students have been placed under Or program type that the majority of

each class is estimated to be in. Language and dialect/literacy areas

in accord with recent linguistic surveys, rather than the

reported English self-designation. Thus the languages of the Sandy Lake

-
and Big Trout Lake areas (except for Fort Severn), a'though locally called

Cree or Cree-Ojibwe, are linguistically classified as Ojibwe. Due to

missing data, the enrollment figures for Northern Ojibwe area classes are
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/
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Swampy Cree as a second language
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Program Types

In discussing the program types, we make a further distinction between

programs using the Native language as a medium of instruction and those

using the Native language as a subject of instruction.

Native Language as a Medium of Instruction

The Native language is used as the classroom language in which school

subjects are taught and classroom procedure is carried out. The following

kinds of program components have been reported:

A. transitional kindergarten and grade one classes. Junior

kindergarten, senior kindergarten, or grade one classes are

conducted in the Native language in at least three schools.

In the reported classes the teacher is a classroom assistant.

Oral English is introduced as a subject. Such programs are

termed transitional since the aim of them is to acquaint

the child with the school situation and basic academic

concepts in the language he is dominant in, the language

of his home and community. In later grades, English

replaces the Native languae as the main medium of

instruction. It is likely that communities other than

the three specifically reporting this may have such

programs, but do not report it as a Native Language

program.
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B. transitional use of Native language in the higher grades.

Classroom assistants or Native teachers in higher grades

use the Native language to help students understand the

English used as the medium of instruction and to direct

classroom and school procedures. Students may use the

Native language actively in asking questions or soliciting

help and may receive answers or help in English. While

only one school specifically reports such transitional

use of the Native language, it has been observed in

other schools in the area.

C. Native janguage as a medium of instruction for cultural

enrichment classes. Cultural enrichment classes, most

often craft classes, are taught by -community members who

use the Native language exclusively or primarily. Story

telling by community elders, mentioned in the majority of

programs, may also be included here when the aim is the

transmission of the story content or theme. Future plans

for one community include instruction in Native Studies

in the higher grades in the Native language.

D. Native language as the medium of instruction in other

sub'ects. Three communities mentioned religious

instruction offered by community members in the Native

language; one mentions instruction in outdoor skills

in the Native language and plans instruction using the

Native language in industrial arts, home economics,

and environmental studies within science.
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Native Languages as Subject of Instruction

In such programs oral language skills (understanding and speaking)

and the literacy skills (reading and writing) are themselves the subject

being taught. In a NASL program the language of these skills is different

than the mother tongue of the students; in a NAFL program the language

which is the subject of instruction is the same as the mother tongue of

the students. NASL programs may teach only the oral skills or the oral

and literacy skills; NAFL programs involve building on and developing

the Native language oral skills the child already has when he begins

school and typically emphasizes the literacy skills. The language being

taught may or may not be the medium of instruction.

A. NASL for students speaking mainly English

Where the students speak mainly English, whether or not

they also have some limited skills in the Native language,

the Native language is taught as a second language. Six

communities in the survey areas report such NASL programs.

They range from Communities where no or few of the

children have any Native language skills to those where

language shift has just started and classes are mixed:

some students know the language and others do not. The

program used for NASL classes may follow closely that

designed for NASL classes in southern schools. Formal

Native language instruction for non-Native staff was

proposed by one community and another specifically notes

that one function of the Native language instructor is

to help regular teacherS learn some Nat,ive language.

91)
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B. NASL for speakers of other Native langbages

In several schools of the Sioux Lookout district students

are introduced to the neighbouring varieties of the

community's language through visits to the classroom by

speakers, tapes, and syllabic booklets. In one Ojibwe

speaking community the higher grades are inCroduced to

Swampy Cree as it is the language primarily used in

the local church.

C. NAFL enrichment and development

In a NAFL enrichment and development program the teacher

helps the Native speaking child develop his language

skills through study of vocabulary, sentence patterns,

formal grammar, and oral literature. Several schools

indicate this as a main function of the NAFL program in

K-3. When literacy skills are also taught, the content

of the lessons may be directed tOward oral language

development. In one community the elimination of a

"subdialect" is stated as a specific objective.

Syllabic Literacy Programs

There are two kinds of literacy programs in the schools of the survey

region. Every school teaches English literacy in the standard English

alphabet and most schools on reserves also teach Native language litetacy

inone cr another variant of the northern Algonquian syllabary. The two

literacy programs differ in more ways than just the orthography and

language used.
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A_ in most Ontario schools, the teaching.. of English reading and writing

in northern schools is solidly embedded within a language arts sequence in

the curriculum. Certified teachers, highly schooled as users of literacy

and specially trained in language arts instruction, are armed with curriculum

guides, textbooks, workbooks, prepared seatwork, and other teaching aids.

For most children in the survey area their first literacy instruction comes

in their second language, English, rather than in their mother tongue, the

language of the home and community. They must first be'prepared by a

program of oral English as a second language instruction before they can

fully benefit from English literacy instruction.

While the Native language is the children's first language, literacy

in it is the second literacy they are taught.. If some funds are available

and the community and school see,syllabic literacy as a need, an hour or

so a week may be given over to syllabic literacy instruction as an educational

extra, part of a cultural education program. Rarely is it viewed as part of

the total language arts curriculum. The preparation of the instructors, the

curriculum guides, and the instructional materials do not begin to match

those of the English literacy program. Every syllabic instructor is a

pioneer, entering the classroom without the generations of distilled

experience that English literacy teachers have to build on.

It is not very clear what schools and communities expect of the syllabic

programs. It may be seen, once lila local attitudes toward and functions of

Native language and literacy are studied, that syllabic literacy instruction

need not be modelled on English literacy instruction. Whatever form the
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syllabic program is to take, however, work will be needed on the classification

of goals and objectives, curriculum, materials development, and instructor

preparation.

in the following section.information from the survey reports on syllabic

literacy programs is reviewea under these headings: curriculum, scheduling,

methods, materials, instructor selection and training, and working conditions.

Curriculum

Three schools submitted curriculum guidelines for their syllabic literacy

programs. These,have probably not yet been fully implemented and evaluated

since they have not been used for very long. Much of the material required

for full implementation has not yet been created.

The other schools have no curriculum planning but "day-to-day"

instruction. Principals and committees report "no identifiable sequencing

of lessons", "all lessons ... taught at the same level to each grade", and

"little continuity'. Reports recommend centralized design of curriculum

guides and instruction in planning and lesson preparation as part of any

instructor training course. Both parents and schools need to consider

the position of syllabic literacy instcuction within the school's language

arts curriculum as well as within the cultural enrichment prograR.
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Schedulin

The total time for syllabic instruction over a child's education, the

total time for it within a .grade level, and the length and distribution of

syllabic classes within the school week vary considerably. In most schools,

concentrated syllabic literacy instruction begins in grade 3 or 4, after

English literacy, and extends to the highest grade in the school (8 to

10). As yet, few students have completed a.full cycle of syllabic

courses: students at the highest grades may have received only two or

three years of instruction. Funding and staffing problems have resulted

in cancellation of, instruction or limitation of it to a term or less in

some school years.

In three schools there.are daily NAFL classes of fifteen to thirty

minutes in length. In most other schools each student receives one to three

periods of syllabic instruction a week, with the total weekly average time

being less than one hour. One community reports that one hour is enough

because other subjects must not be-squeezed out. In general, however, the

time devoted to syllabic instruction seems more dependent on the funding

available than on a consideration of goals, prograffneeds, and.relltion to

the school's total curriculum.

Methods

It is possfble to get only a limited notion of what actually goes on

in the syllabic classes frOm the survey reports. Observation of classes is

essential for planning instructor training. Current Classroom methods,
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while lacking the range and depth of those used in English literacy classes,

'may be appropriate for the goals communities now have for their syllabic

programs.,

Syllabic instructors use an analytic approach, teaching first the

identification of the Iyllabic characters by rote memorization of the

syllabary chart. Flash cards and games may be used to support the character

rvogpitioh and production skills. Word lists and short sentences are

written on the board and copied by the students. 'Stories may also be

copied, but_most basic instruction seems to stop at the character and word

level. Seatwork sheets arPcommonly used but'it is not clear which skills

are required in them. Although the teaching of translation skills is not

mentioned in the reports, it is clear from some of the comments that trans-

lation to and from Erudish is uSed as an instructional technique in syllabic

literacy program.

Certain characters and writing Cunventions ,(finalfused'to write

single consonants, W-dots, aud punctuation marks) while.essential, are

viewed as extras and relegated to htgher grades. It is reported that even

?

after A few years of instruction, stufilents forget characters or can read

words only with picture or English cues. Little use is agparently made

of synthetic and language experience approaches to literacy instruction

although thdte were stressed ip the Notebook for Teachers of. Algonkian

Languages and the 1978 syllabic instructors cour.le.
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While use of DIAND and locally prepared reading materials is mentioned,

there is no indication of how these are used. Experience with older students

s.uggests that decoding skills are stressed over.reading for meaning. There

is little indication of the teaching of compo:ition and creative writing

beycind thejtgriting of legend material. Testing is rarely mentioned;

i.lthough comAnity evaluations af syllabic programs were not documented,

the schools often mentioned that.i-he programs have been ineffective from

their terms of reference and as one instructot wrote, "little progress has

-

been made." The lack of varied methods.and stimulating materials detracts

L,

from the attractiveness of syllabi programs. Principals note thar both

instructors and students are bored by routine and monotonous syllabic

classes.

Materials

The lack of ready-made syllabic teaching aids and reading materials is

the most common complaint of. instructors. Outside of a limited number of

religiL's texts, newspapers, and WAND published reade,..s, all materials

musl be prepared locArbc. Even if more published materials were available,

they would be useful only as !Jdels for local production because of language

and dialect differences'and local variations in syllabic orthography.

Nearly every school reports some local material: flash cards, syllabic

character and word recognition games, seatwork sheets, and retaders. Some

have been quite creative ip adapting English literacy or Algonquian as. a
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second language materials. The third edition of the Notebook for Teachers

of Algonkian Languages has been Very influential.

There is still too little appropriate, stimulating material to support

even current programs. A few communities have had older students write

material for classes, but as one report noted, these students are not them-

selves expert enough writers to produce good materials. While community

elders may tell stories to be taped in support of oral lan'guage programs,

there were no reports of community involvement in materials development.

Only one community had found outside funds (Canada Works) for the production

of classroom aids?

Material's requested include: .picture sets, master sets of seatwork,

graded workbooks. readers, ready made charts, songbooks, reference books such

as dictionaries, and teachers' manuals in the local language. 'The need for

consulting service6 and new ideas was mentioned. Some schools also request

additional A-V equipment, reproduction equipment, and syllabic typewriters.

Instructor Selection and Training

The availability of skilled Native language instructors willing to work

for current wages is a major,problem. While in some communities the instructors

have Served for several years, other communities report considerable turnover.

Te4hing NAFL programs generally is a -part time, minimally rewarded job and it

requires an instructor with a personal commitment to it, willing to learn ni.-!w

I
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--
methods. An explicit selection process was reported by only one-community

and only a few schools have a list of duties and qualifications.

Only three of the present syllabics instructors attended the one course

which has been offered. Several others have had some teacher training or

classroom assistants' courses which included a Native language component.

The need for syllabic instructor training was widely recognized; areas such

as curriculum planning, lesson design, methodology, and materials development

were, mentioned as important components of any program but there were no,

suggestions as to what form the program should take.

Working Conditions

In all but one community, the syllabic instructor is an itinerant going

from class to class and works alone without the support of NAFL other

instructors in the same community. One instructor speciftcally mentioned

his interest.in sharing materials and information with other instructors,

but opportunities for this, so far, have been limited. Several instructors

want either a Native studies classroom or space for preparation.

As with other aspects of syllabic programs, the wages of part time

syllabics instructors are determined more by availability of funds than by

any other factor, although guidelines have been circulated from DIAND. The

average wage is $4.00 to $6.00 an, hour, with total weekly salary ranging

from $5.00 upward. The classroom assistants who teach syllabics are in the

best position because they have regular salaries. Recently one school

1
appointed a frill time syllabics instructor to be paid from principal.'s

relief funds.
a
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Appendix C

NATIVE LANGUAGE INSTRUCTOR'S PAY GRID

Suggestions for Salary grid:

a) for teachers with N.L.T.T. graduation and 2 years of.education beyond
senior matriculation (note that N.L.T.T. graduation is considered
equivalent to one university year, and proceed through the othera
levels of the grid accordingly):

10- full time teachers - -1-2- of level one language teaching

sub-group gri d.

5- half time Leachers - of level one language teaching sub-
group grid.

1hourly,rate teachers - z- of rate of full time teacher X number
of hours worked per day, plus sone
reasonable upward adjustment.

b) for teachers with N.L.T.T., with less tharr 2 years of education beyond
Senior mati cul a tion,

10ful 1 time - of (grid $2,500)

half time and hourly - conputed from base figure for full time teachers.

c) for teachers wi thout N.L.T.T. graduation: Salarie s grids (a) and (b)
above snould be considered to 'include the following flat rate (for
full time teachers):

- 1 year N.L,T.T. - 250
- 2 years N.L.T.T. 500
- 3 years N.L.T.1. 750
- 4 years N.L.T.T. (grad.) 1,003

0

To compute salaries for teachers without N.L.T.T. (or equivalent)
deduct the appropriate amounts from the (a) or (b) figures.

d) It is expected that N.L. teachers under (a) above will be prepared
to be in charge of the class they are teaching. For teacher's\ under
(b) and (c) above, a suitable uward adjustment in salary shotill be
made if the teacher is to be in charge.

NOTE: If any other applicable federal pay scale advan'tages the
teacher at any 'point, the higher scale should supercede this
one at that point.
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Appendix D.

Program for Teachers of Native Language Enrichment & Literacy

Structure NEL 100 Intnoduciion to Atgonkian fanguage

stAuctuke. 14 106.

NEL 101 Int,toduetion to 4 yttabiic vahegnaphic

pne,iptes. 14 hh6.

NEL 200 Continuation o6 the stnuctuime study
oA the fanguage by the inductive
appkoach. 14 Gm.

NEL 201 Reading o6 seeected syttab.ic texts
440111 vakious diatect ait eas and 6yeCallic.

tkaditiOns in Ontaki0,. 104 coniumbson

puAposes . NooPteading g colutecting

06, unedited text. .Se/ected syttahic

"speiting" activitie4. 14 kka.

NEL 300 Contlimation b6 the' :6X/we-tuna 4tudy

b,4 the fanguage with the Aludent
assuming inoteasing nevon4ibitity Mi
pkobtem sotving. 14 hm.4.

NEL 301 Impticat4ons o6 sound Pattehns to At
devetopment o an olthogitaphirAgAiwn
IntItoduction to Roman Whogliaphy.

14 hhz.

MEL 400 Gwided indivOuat. objects An pnepana--
tion o4 s-Nteta,te rgbithhheelis on ashigned

topics. 14 hh)s.
/--

NEL 401. Summaky o6 considetations bi-standakdi-

zing an olahognaphy. Guided bidivrduat

tunsekiption project-. 14 Ivo.

10 (±
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Literacy Methods and Materials

NEC- 102 Building a tanguage entichment and

/Leading 1J/tog/tam
&tough tha, gnadm

a 6uAvey o6 content and method4. To

inctude micko'teaching.
14 II/4.

NEL 103 Pudaction o6 teaching matutiatis in

ta/tmon y with NEL 102. 14 hta.

"4? 9 NEL 202
UndeA6tanding the pkoce.s6 06 iteading.

0 ContAaisting a /Leading rtegfcarn axirth a

wtogttani. 14 hn4.

NEL 203 How to buitd and wse a Pleading Cab.

14 hu.

NEL 302 Method's 04 teaching: the "coding"

handamiling, LOT oi dictiofialties

and othea Ae6etence mate/Liao. 14 hm.

NEL 303 P4oduction o6 teaching niattkiato.in

haAmony w4 NEL 302. 14 hu.

NEL-- 402- Mahudi 04_teacking: comptehenaian

4hitt4, tanguage emichment,--attati.ve--

9, wkiti.ng. 14 hA.s.

NEL - 403 .Pkoduction 04 teachling matekiaAA

hauony with NEL 402.
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Pedogoa and Practice Teaching.

SL/NEL - 104 TeacKe4 Ethic4, and p4 edunts. Hao
the native tanguage teache4 and the
nativelanguagz pnognam "gt" in the
totat4choot pkowcam. 44 hks.

SONEL 105 Lab cou4se.in hjw to'idinti4y and
use the basic schoot suppties and
equipment avaitabte to,the N.L.
teachelt.. 14 linz.

SL/NEL 204 How chi/then A ticavey o4 the
physicat, mentat and emotional
devetopment oti the child thriough
the schoot yea44, and the implica-
tions 4o't p4ogriam and awn
peanning. 14 h44..

SL/NEL 205 Lab CoUt6C in Mi440 teaching. 14

Ous.

SL/NEL 304

SL/NEL - 305

A 6uhvey 64 educationat-adMinistnat.ion
and 4e9utations: ttanistty ot Ed.,

I.A.B., tocaL school. bammis,--band
schoot conmittees, teache.4 centiplca-
tion, etc. Whete to go go4 help. -14

Pucticum basic Wo4k 04 this Cau46e
to be done unde4 supovisLon dtaing
the schoot weak p4ion A4 the comse.
DuAing the, counhe, 004tAved stAiengths.
witt be &taw out and tier* aArea4 buitt
up on an individual counselling ba44.--
14

1 W2
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SL/NEL - 404 Toomd.6 a phitoophy oi education.
What 4.4 education? What i4 bi-

tinguEr educatigu:.it'h 4tAengths
and weahneiss, publems 6 oppo4tuni.-

ties. UndeA4tanding iiigeAent

education modets. A diAcus&ion

couue. 14 hu.

SI/NEL - 405 PAacticum advanced. in

mocedme to NEL,.- 304. 14 hA4.

,kote on the ComAes in the. NEL Pito9ium6:

In okdeA to 4et out the genmat conteot o6 the NEL p4ognam6,

COUA6c6 have been ti,stad-a'6 disciteet 6ubject4. In paaclico,

howevek, alquy 4ubjeclz btend coi.th otheA isubjecto ond other!.

&vets, and thi4 &tending 44 encoukagedto empha)size the,-

kaaverilce o6 the pant to the whole. Lt 4mcmative, none-

thete64 -that each oi the couue6 tated above betholtoughtyi

covekedAand)the 4pec44ied timie 4pent on 'each. TO enoute,

that tkThA done, a 6tudent Aecokfl cand wU be opened

OA each ,4tudent enttA44.04 pnogharn and ma4tex4 o6 the,
v4Aot.a..top40_noted 44_the ,student pnoceed4 tAftough the,

counota.

.
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Calendar -of Subiects Offered

Program for Teachers of Native as a Second Langtqlge:

Structure SL - 100 Intuduction ta teinguage Athuelune.
(Atgankian OR lkoquaiam)., 18 hu.

Sl7- 101 ;ntuduction to the octhognaphie
stAuctune o6 the amitteneanguage.
(Atgonkian OR-IxOqUoian). 10 WO.

I

SL - 200 Continuation 06 the stkuelimat itudy
oti the Language, with emphaAis on.the
seteetion o6 "teaching pointe. It houl.

SL 201 Reading o6 setectid Arts oxitteow.in
4tandaitd aorthagnaphy, and Wasted
%petting" aetivitieA.'. 10 hts.

SL - 300 Continuation oti the AtItuetuAal study
-66 the &hp-age with the Atudent assuming
inckeasing kesponsibitity in pxobfore

saving. 11 las. -

SL - 301 Continued study 06 anth094aphic plineiptes
Pluetite in potootOta and .coviteliAg

o6 unedited texts. 10

SL - 400- Guided individuat puject on the Atituctwte
06 the student's native tangoage. 18 ho.

SL - 401 Guided individuat Pransuription pkojeet.
10 hits.



- 100-

'Second Language Methods and Materials

SL - 102 An intkoduction to attond tanguage method

--aome baaic guiddinea. To include miens

teaching. 14 hca.

SL - 103 Lab coukoe - in wokking out aceon plant)
and teaching mate/Unto in homnony with

SL - 102. 14 hka.

SL - 202 Methoda Loon plann4ng And teaching
that "Iiita" the t.'a.e o ,the. tome

tanguage. 14 Ma .

- 203 Lab comae in ubkking out Wean plan*

and teaching matvtials in hamony soLth

SL 202. 14 hka.

SL - 302 Undeutanding thi\attuctwtat, apPnoach

and the Sunctionat appkoach, iha,6.ftvngt.44,

weakneaaea and tusea 04 WIS.

SL - 303 Lab comae in wonkiitg out te000n planA

and teaching matetiatz in haAmcmy with

SL 302.

SL - 402 Buitding a aecond tanguage pnogkam thnough

the pada - methoths.. 14 hka.

SL - 403 Buittling a ttecond tanguage pkovaintivcough

She ondea. - mateniafa. 14 hke.

Pedogou and Practice Teiching

The content o6 the Pedagogy Rid Pkactice.Teaching coulwah 44 common
ta both NEL and SL mogummea. See 4ection unden NEL piogium 01
couue deacAiptioaa.

a


